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10-digit dialing transition smooth

Beshear rolls out tax
reform plan Tuesday
for Commonwealth
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Gov. Steve Beshear proposed updating Kentucky's tax code on Tuesday with a far-reaching plan that
would reduce tax rates for individuals and businesses,extend the
state sales tax to more services and expand tax credits to encourage job growth.
The plan would generate nearly $210 million more in state
General Fund revenues each year once fully in effect, the governor said in unveiling his long-awaited plan.
Smokers would pay a higher state tax rate for each pack of cigarettes they puff. Higher-income retirees would have their pension income tax breaks reduced.
And the state's 6 percent sales tax would be extended to such
services as the cost of labor for car repairs and
admission to golf courses,country clubs and fitness centers. Other services targeted would
include landscaping, janitorial and tanning
salons.
Kentucky's renowned bourbon and horse
industries would receive tax breaks as part of
the 22-point plan presented by the second-term
Democratic governor.
Beshear said his plan would modernize an
outdated tax system,enhancing the state's competitiveness while guaranteeing sufficient revenues to run state government.
"I think this proposal makes sense," the governor said at a
Capitol press conference. "I think its fair. 1 think it's equitable to
everybody.
"And I think it does what ultimately we want, and that is to
have a modern tax code for Kentucky that will create revenues
as the economy grows and will attract new jobs."
Beshear's proposal will be introduced by House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee Chairman Rick Rand, who said the
panel will start hearing testimony on the measure next week.
The 60-day General Assembly session is one-third complete,
leaving lawmakers plenty of time to debate and vote on a tax
reform package, Beshear said.
Beshear said he recognized the challenges of enacting tax
changes in an election year for the politically divided
Legislature. All 100 seats in the Democratic-led House and half
the seats in the GOP-controlled Senate are on the ballot this year.
He said he was open to discussing other ideas with lawmakers
to change the tax code.
"We've got to find common ground if we're going to have any
success," Beshear said.
To keep the tax issue from being exploited for political gain,
the governor said he would not request a vote in either legislative chamber unless a plan gains majority support.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo later praised parts of Beshear's
plan but was skeptical of others - including the proposed tax
break for the state's booming bourbon industry.
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Wednesday: Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 33 North
northwest wind around 11
mph
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 18.
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North wind around 10 mph.
Thursday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 26. North wind
8 to 10 mph.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of snow. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 18. North
northeast wind 7 to 9 mph.
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Friday Night: A chance of
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around 26. Northeast wind 6 to
8 mph.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of rain and
snow. A high near 39.
Northeast wind 5 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: A chance
of snow. Cloudy, with a low
around 25.
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been surprisingly smooth.
But as the region becomes accustomed to
dialing in those three extra digits, they should
rest assured that it could be some time before
the 364 area is distributed, officials say.
Mandatory 10-digit dialing in western
Kentucky comes after the commission discovered more than three years ago that the
number of digit variations with the 270 area
code were drying up quickly. Phone numbers are purchased in bulk — 1,000 at a

PSC: Don't expect new
area code any time soon

9A, 10A

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Kentucky Public Service Commission officials and local law enforcement say western
Kentucky's transition to 10-digit dialing has

time — and some researchers speculated that
by 2015, service providers or large companies could take the last of those 270 area
code bundles.
In December 2012, the commission
opened it up to public debate. PSC
Spokesman Andrew Melnycovich said officials offered two options: a divide, where

111 See Page 8A

Youth start to
make impact
as Polar Plunge
draws near
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

ICE DISC GOLF: Matt Lanier of Murray launches his drive from the third tee Tuesday morning as he and playing partner Anthony Albritton of Benton play a round of disc golf at the
Murray-Calloway County Central Park course, despite icy conditions.

Murray's Laura Miller, coordinator for the 2014 West
Kentucky Polar Plunge in
Marshall County, said Tuesday
that contribution numbers continue to stay ahead of last
year's record levels.
She said latest figures show
that the event, a fundraiser for
Special Olympics of Kentucky,
is about $7,000 ahead of the
same time in 2013. That means,
with 10 days left before the
Feb. 15 activity, chances of
passing last year's total of
$102,000 are remaining strong.
Special Olympics of Kentucky
establishes numerous programs

II See Page 8A

MSU adopts new inclement weather schedule
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University students, faculty and staff woke up to more than just two
inches of ice Monday morning; they
awoke to a two-hour delay as well, and
university officials say they hope that is
more common when campus encounters
inclement weather.

MSU introduced a new inclement weather
schedule Sunday evening just as freezing
rain began to blanket the campus in a slick
layer or ice. The new schedule allows for a
two-hour delay, and university officials say
they hope it will keep the campus on track
and the students and faculty safe during dangerous weather events like this week's.
MSU Provost and Vice President of
Academic Affairs Jay Morgan said the uni-

versity had been eyeing the implementation
of a bad weather schedule for several weeks.
Because a public university like MSU offers
so many classes at so many different times,
and with no set number of hours required,
Morgan said he and his team knew a separate schedule would need to be created in
order to ensure student safety while keeping

•See Page 8A

Senate sends
OK'd farm bill
to Obama
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
sweeping farm bill that Congress

sent to President Obama
Tuesday has something for
almost everyone, from the
nation's 47 million food stamp
recipients to Southern peanut
growers, Midwest corn farmers
and the maple syrup industry in
the Northeast.
After years of setbacks, the
Senate on Tuesday sent the nearly $100 billion-a-year measure
to President Barack Obama. The
White House said the president
will sign the bill on Friday in
Michigan, the home state of
Senate Agriculture Chairwoman
Debbie Stabenow.
The Senate passed the bill 6832 after House passage last
week. The bill provides a finan-

II See Page 2A
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TUESDAY MORNING ICE Cara Groom, a Murray State University senior from Benton,
makes the slippery journey across the campus Quad Tuesday morning as a wintry mix
begins to fall. Ice preceded a rain storm that persisted for most of:he day Tuesday. ice on
trees downed some trees with the extra weight of water Tuesday night and flooded roads
were a problem through much of the evening.
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smoking, then I'm all for it," the
governor said.
His proposal would raise the
proposal, distilleries would have
rate on other tobacco prodtax
to reinvest the credit in their
and would create a tax on eucts
Kentucky operations.
Manchester cigarettes. The smoking-related
a
Stivers,
an
Republican, was critical of the tax changes would generate
in
million
$124.5
estimated
governor's proposal to raise the
state cigarette tax to $1 a pack yearly revenues.
Meanwhile, Beshears proposfrom 60 cents. Stiver called it a
would lower the top state coral
"flawed premise," saying the
income tax rate to 5.9
porate
would
higher proposed rate
percent from 6 percent.
shrink the amount of revenue.
The plan would create a refundKentucky remains the nation's
state earned-income tax credable
top producer of burley tobacco,
low-wage earners.
benefiting
it
cigarettes.
used in many
Extending the sales tax to
Beshear, a former smoker,
said high smoking rates among apply to more services would
Kentuckians contribute to the raise nearly $280 million more
per year in General Fund revstate's many health woes.
"If we can do anything to dis- enue once fully implemented.
Beshear proposed applying
courage smoking, and if raising
sales tax to labor costs to
the
the cigarette tax will discourage

repair automobiles, computers
and electronics as well as installation, repairs and maintenance
of machinery and equipment.
Mike White, co-owner of
Performance Auto Care in
Shelbyville, said adding the
sales tax to labor costs would be
a hardship for customers.
"You get a major repair job,
that can add up pretty quickly,"
he said.
The state sales tax already is
applied to the cost of parts during car repairs.
Under Beshear's proposal, the
sales tax would also be stretched
to include admission fees to fitness and recreational centers,
golf courses and country clubs,
boat dock slip rentals and storage and overnight trailer campgrounds.

Stabenow said the bill is also
intended to help consumers,
boosting farmers markets and
the deficit "without gutting the
local food producencouraging
vital assistance programs miltion.
Americans
hardworking
lions of
"We worked long and hard to
count on to help put food on the
make sure that policies worked
table for their families."
for every region of the country,
He said the farm bill isn't perfor all of the different kinds of
fect, "but on the whole, it will
agricultural production we do in
make a positive difference not
our country," she said.
only for the rural economies that
The regional incentives scatgrow America's food, but for our
tered throughout the bill helped it
nation."
pass easily in the House last
Obama praised the bill for get- week, 251-166. House leaders
ting rid of controversial subsidies who had objected to the legislaknown as direct payments, which tion since 2011 softened their disare paid to farmers whether they approval as they sought to put the
farm or not. Most of that pro- long-stalled bill behind them.
gram's $4.5 billion annual cost Leaders in both parties also have
was redirected into new, more hoped to bolster rural candidates
politically defensible subsidies in this years midterm elections.
that would kick in when a farmer
Conservatives remained unhaphas losses.
py with the bill.
To gather votes for the bill,
"It's mind-boggling, the sum of
Stabenow and her House coun- money that's spent on farm subsiterpart, Rep. Frank Lucas. R- dies, duplicative nutrition and
Okla., included a major boost for development assistance procrop insurance popular in the grams, and special interest pet
Midwest, higher subsidies for projects," said Sen.John McCain,
Southern rice and peanut farmers R-Ariz."How are we supposed to
and land payments for Western restore the confidence of the
states. The bill also sets policy for American people with this monhundreds of smaller programs, strosity?"
subsidies, loans and grants —
McCain pointed to grants and
from research on wool to loans subsidies for sheep marketing,
for honey., producers to protec- for sushi rice,for the maple syrup
tions for the catfish industry. The industry.
The $800 million-a-year savbill would provide assistance for
rural Internet services and boost ings in the food stamp program
would come from cracking down
organic agriculture.

on some states that seek to boost
individual food stamp benefits by
giving people small amounts of
federal heating assistance that
they don't need. That heating
assistance, sometimes as low as
$1 per person, triggers higher
benefits, and some critics see that
practice as circumventing the
law. The compromise bill would
require states to give individual
recipients at least $20 in heating
assistance before a higher food
stamp benefit could kick in.
Some Democrats still objected
to the cuts, even though they are
much lower than what the House
had sought.
The Senate-passed farm bill
had a $400 million annual cut to
food stamps.
"This bill will result in less food
on the table for children, seniors
and veterans who deserve better
from this Congress, while corporations continue to receive guaranteed federal handouts," Sen.
Kirsten Gillibrand, D-N.Y., said.
"I cannot vote for it."
Sen. Charles Grassley, R-lowa,
a longtime member of the
Agriculture Committee, also
voted against the bill. He cited
provisions passed by the Senate
and taken out of the final bill that
would have reduced the number
of people associated with one
farm who can collect farm subsidies. Grassley has for years
fought to lower subsidies to the
wealthiest farmers.

Imes responds to •Beshear; tax reform...
Front
Beshear's tax reform From
"Somebody's going to have to
:Murray legislator says
time is running out
what needs to be a serious discussion regarding tax reform
into a political football to be
.• Kentucky
Gov.
Steve used by our political parties in
Beshear did unveil his long- the upcoming elections. I am
:awaited plan to reform the determined to avoid that possibility."
commonwealth's tax code
Imes said he
:Tuesday.
had not had
state
5th
'
District
However,
1
time to exam'Rep. Kenny Imes is questioning
!
ine Beshear's
whether he and fellow members
extenplan
;of the Kentucky General
sively when
Assembly will be able to do
he was con'anything with it — whether they
late
tacted
the
with
.agree or disagree
Tuesday
plan— with as little time as
afternoon at
Imes
there is left in this year's session
his office in
at the State Capitol.
, "Really and truly, we only Frankfort.
However, he also said this is
have six more weeks to get new
issue Republican legislators
an
stuff through," said the Murray
have tried to address the last
afternoon,
Tuesday
Republican
four sessions of the General
feeling that it would have been
Assembly.
more beneficial to have had
"And I think the plans the
earlier
much
this plan revealed
members have
Republican
at a time the House has more
drawn up in that time were
than 300 bills filed, many of
inclined to making this state
which have yet to go to comstronger in the area of econommittees.
ic development," Imes said,
"We're approaching the cutremembering back to his first
off date, which means, once
stint in Frankfort in the 1970s.
that date comes, the rules state
"Back then, Kentucky and
you can't bring new legislation
Tennessee were essentially the
to the respective floors after same state. You had good,
that. Then we're into the veto- decent people coming from
override portion of the session, both states and people pretty
which comes after we take a much thought the same on most
10-day break. From what I'm issues and, for the most part,
seeing up here, though, we've they still do today.
got a major problem; this legis"However, since those days,
lature just doesn't vote on stuff we're down two seats in
enough.Congress and they're up two.
Beshear, in a statement It's got to be the tax structure (in
Tuesday, said he will seek to which Tennessee has no indiexpedite this matter quickly.
vidual income tax) that's help""I will ask the House budget ing cause that, and I look at
committee to hold hearings on plants that Hopkinsville has lost
this proposal soon to receive to Clarksville over the years.
input from the public," Beshear It's the same thing there."
said: "However, t am well
Beshear said one of the thing
awate that A'proposal' tes'areencl'-fie is 'aiming' for his pW1 to do
ow tax.cocle,js a polijicallysen- is help make Kentucky more
sitive matter, especially during
competitive in attracting joban election year. I am also creating businesses.
aware of the potential of turning
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

ti

explain to me why they need a
tax break," he said.
Sturnbo, D-Prestonsburg, said
the chances of passing a tax plan
that increases General Fund revenues by about $210 million a
year would be "daunting."
Senate President Robert Stivers
said the bourbon sector proposal
was among the aspects of the
plan that would promote "a more
business-friendly tax code."
The state's bourbon industry
has been seeking a corporate
income tax credit to offset the
taxes it pays every year on
whiskey barrels aging in warehouses. Under the industry's

•Farm
From Front
cial cushion for farmers who face
unpredictable weather and market conditions. It also provides
subsidies for rural communities
and environmentally-sensitive
land. But the bulk of its cost is for
the food stamp program, which
aids 1 in 7 Americans. The bill
would cut food stamps by $800
million a year, or around 1 percent.
House Republicans had hoped
to reduce the bill's costs even further, pointing to a booming agriculture sector in recent years and
arguing that the now $80 billiona-year food stamp program has
spiraled out of control. The
House passed a bill in September
that would have made a cut to
food stamps that was five times
more than the eventual cut.
Those partisan disagreements
stalled the bill for more than two
years, but conservatives were
eventually outnumbered as the
Democratic Senate, the White
House and a still-powerful bipartisan coalition of farm-state lawmakers pushed to get the bill
dope. ,
been
• The' Wh ite.1-1Couie
mostly quiet as Congress worked
out its differences on the bill. But
in a statement after the vote,
Obama said the bill would reduce
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Obama seeks to hold Dems
together in election year
By JULIE PACE
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Seeking to preserve
party unity in an election year, President Barack
Obama is trying to tamp down internal
Democratic divisions on issues like trade and
energy, even as friendly lawmakers show little
restraint in publicly breaking with the White
House.
The president will hold separate meetings this
week with House and Senate Democrats, where
he's likely to face more pushback on the
Keystone XL pipeline and health care, particularly from lawmakers who will face voters in
November. Obama also met Monday with Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid, who has sharply
opposed the president's proposal for letting
Congress vote quickly to approve international
trade pacts, though officials said the issue did not
come up during the meeting.
White House officials have tried to dismiss the
intraparty divisions, saying they're aware of the
election-year pressures driving some Democrats
to oppose Obama on high-profile issues.
"All of these folks got elected in the first place
by being really strong advocates for their states,"
said Dan Pfeiffer, Obama's longtime adviser.
"And sometimes the interests of their individual
state may be at odds with the administration, but
that's OK. They have a job to do."
After a rough last year that sparked questions
about the limits of his influence in Washington,
Obama could risk the appearance of being a hindrance to his own party each time Democrats
push back against him. But the friendly fire
might prove to be well worth it for Obama if it
helps Democrats hold the Senate.
Keeping control of the chamber was the central
focus of the president's discussion Monday with
Reid, who was joined at the White House meeting by Colorado Sen. Michael Bennet, the chairman of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee, and Guy Cecil, the committee's
executive director. A White House official said
the meeting had been scheduled before the
Nevada lawmaker made his comments on trade.
Obama's advisers are hoping to offset
Democratic disputes on issues like trade and
energy with party cohesion on the economic
agenda the president outlined in last week's State
of the Union address. The president's meetings
this week with House and Senate Democrats will
focus in part on mapping out a legislative strategy for raising the federal minimum wage from
$7.25 per hour to $10.10 — a proposal the party
sees as both a political and policy winner. The
White House is planning an aggressive push on
the minimum wage in the coming months,
including trips by the president to states that are
taking action on their own to increase the hourly

pay rate.
Rep. Richard Neal, D-Mass., introduced legislation last week to raise the federal minimum
wage in steps to $10.10 hourly over four years.
Obama has embraced a Senate Democratic bill
gradually boosting the minimum wage to that
same level by 2016.
While Democrats are largely united on economic matters, other politically volatile issues
keep bubbling to the surface, exposing longstanding divisions that inevitably take on greater
importance in an election year.
One day after Obama used his State of the
Union to press lawmakers for a speedy vote on
two major trade agreements, Reid swatted down
the idea, saying "everyone would be welladvised to not push this right now." And on
Friday. Democratic senators like Mary Landrieu
of Louisiana and Kay Hagan of North Carolina
— both facing tough re-election fights — ratcheted up pressure on the president to approve the
Keystone XL pipeline after a State Department
review raised no significant environmental objections to the project.
Some Democratic lawmakers have also split
with the White House in recent months on Iran
sanctions and National Security Agency spying.
And the failed launch of Obama's signature
health care law spurred deep anxiety among
Democrats facing re-election next year, causing
some to break with the White House on elements
of the legislation, though they still continued to
stand by the overall measure.
The divisions have become frequentiodder for
Republicans, who have sought to expose any
cracks in the relationship between the president
and his party. That's particularly true on the
Keystone XL pipeline, which Republicans support, and on trade, where the GOP finds itself in
rare alignment with the president.
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, RKy., took on both issues Monday,saying "The
president's own party is now standing in the way
of getting anything done."
White House officials say they're largely concerned with not getting caught off guard when
Democratic lawmakers don't align with the president. An official said Obama had spoken with
Reid previously about his position on trade and
was not surprised by the Senate leader's comments last week.
As he returned to Capitol Hill Monday afternoon, a reporter asked Reid if he was in "the
doghouse" because of his comments diii'trade.
Reid simply said,"No."

Photo submitted by Laura Mier, chair, Western KY Polar Plunge Planning Committee

TWO SCHOOLS - ONE HEART: While the Calloway County High School and Murray High
School basketball teams were fighting for a recent win, the student councils of both schools
were working together for a great cause. Under the leadership of CCHS and MHS student
council members, approximately $200 was raised by selling hearts to support the Western
KY Polar Plunge. The Polar Plunge serves to raise money for the Murray/Calloway
County Special Olympics delegation, who's athletes represent both school districts. Pictured
above are Samantha Hobbs, CCHS student council advisor; Laurie Edminster, MHS student
council advisor; and Quintin Holstrom, CCHS student and Special Olympics athlete. For more
information about Special Olympics or the Western KY Polar Plunge (kentuckyplunge.com)
call (270) 293-9054.

Internet firms release new data on NSA requests
WASHINGTON (AP) — Major technology Yahoo complied with government requests for
firms have released new data on how often they information on more than 40,000 accounts in the
are ordered to turn over customer information to same period.
the government for secret national security invesThe companies earlier had provided limited
tigations, resulting in the collection of data on information about government requests for data,
thousands of Americans.
but an agreement reached last week with the
That release came after the companies were Obama administration allowed the firms to profreed by a recent legal deal with government vide a broadened, though still circumscribed, set
lawyers.
of figures to the public.
The publications disclosed by Google,
Seeking to reassure customers and business
Microsoft, Yahoo, Facebook, Linkedln and partners alarmed by revelations about the governTumblr provided expanded details and some vent- ment's massive collection of Internet and computed criticism about the government's handling of er data, the firms stressed details indicating that
customers' Internet data in counterterrorism and only small numbers of their customers were tarother intelligence-related probes. The figures geted by authorities. Still, even those small numfrom 2012 and 2013 showed that companies such bers showed that thousands of Americans were
as Google and Microsoft were compelled by the affected by the government requests approved by
government to provide information on as many as judges of the secret Foreign Intelligence
10,000 customer accounts in a six-month period. Surveillance Court.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
igIbilis coal-counties
lAszn
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — A Kentucky House
committee has approved a bill that would make
permanent and expand a scholarship program for
coal-county students
The measure is a top priority of House Speaker
Greg Stumbo. He says the goal is to increase the
number of people with four-year degrees in the
coal regions of eastern and western Kentucky.
He says the bill is an effort to keep talented
students close to home.
The proposal cleared the House Education
Committee on Tuesday.
The bill seeks to make permanent a pilot project started by Gov. Steve Beshear. Under that
project. 409 students received scholarships averaging $2,723.
Scholarships are funded with coal severance
tax funds. Participating students have to attend
four-year campuses in their region, unless their
programs aren't offered locally.
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NO INJURIES REPORTED: A two-vehicle accident Tuesday morning at the intersection of
KY 80 and Kirskey Highway in western Calloway County resulted in frayed nerves but no
injuries Kentucky State Police said the accident happened at about 10:45 a.m. and did not
interrupt traffic Weather did not appear to be a factor. it was reported

Officials: Ice, rain flood courthouse

New Jersey Gov. Christie says he
sought answers on lane closures
By ANGELA DELLI SANTI
and GEOFF MULVIHILL
Associated Press
TRENTON. NJ.( AP) — Gov. Chris Christie
said he started asking staff members to get more
details about traffic jams in the northern New
Jersey town of Fort Lee last year soon after they
were over and he heard they were a source of contention.
That The account he gave Monday night on a
radio show when he spoke publicly for the first
time in more than three weeks about the political
retribution scandal involving lane closures near
the George Washington Bridge. which links New
Jersey and New. York City.
The gravity he now says he gave the issue last
September stands in contrast to his account on
Dec. 2, when he laughed it off. "Unbeknownst to
everybody. I was actually the guy out there. I was
in overalls and a hat." he said then. "I actually was
the guy working the cones."
The scandal has engulfed Christie's administration and threatens to upend future political ambitions for the Republican governor and possible
2016 presidential candidate.
He came under a new ,round of scrutiny last
week. aft - the lawyer fist a keener Christie ay
wrote a letter saying "evidence exists" that

Christie knew about major traffic jams caused by
closing lanes approaching the bridge in Fort Let,
a plot said to have been undertaken for political
retribution. The lawyer for David Wildstein, who
was Christie's No. 2 man at the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey. which runs the bridge,
did not give any other details about the evidence.
Christie's office initially denied that he knew
about the traffic problems until after they were
over, pointing to several statements from the governor.
But on TownSquare Media's "Ask the
Governor" on Monday.Christie acknowledged for
the first time that he may have been aware of the
closures at the time. But he said that if he was,
they did not get his attention.
Christie said an email from Patrick Foye, the
executive director of the Port Authority, made him
realize the traffic gridlock may not have been routine. That email was forwarded to a top Christie
aide on Sept. 13.the day Foye hastily ordered the
lanes reopened.
But Christie said what he learned when is not
important. He dismissed the scrutiny over that
detail as "a game of gotcha."
"Nobody has, sed I knew about this before it
happrbelir:14 I in thirs t14Olot important
question," he said.
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U.S. companies pledge
$750M to get kids online
—
WASHINGTON (AP)
Claiming progress in his campaign
to get American schools wired for
the future, President Barack
Obama is announcing commitments from US. companies totaling about $750 million to connect
more students to high-speed
Internet.
Apple is pledging $100 million
in iPads. computers and other
tools. AT&T and Sprint are contributing free Internet service
through their wireless networks.
Verizon is pitching in up to $100
million in cash and in-kind contributions. And Microsoft is making
Windows available at discounted
prices and offering 12 million free
copies of Microsoft Office software.
Obama was to announce the
commitments Tuesday. Also in the
pipeline: an addition $2 billion that
the Federal Communications
Commission is setting aside from
service fees over two years to connect another 20 million students to
high-speed Internet.

wHITESBURG,Ky.(AP) — Flooding at an
eastern Kentucky courthouse is being blamed on
ice and rain
Letcher County Judge-Executive Jim Ward told
WYMT-TV that at least a foot of water leaked
through the courthouse roof and two other floors
of the building.
"Between the ice and all the rain we've had, the
water just couldn't get out and stood on the roof
so it found a way through the roof and down into
the offices." Ward said.
Inmates housed in the building's basement
noticed the leak around midnight on Monday and
later worked alongside county employees trying
to clean up the mess.
"We had a lot of our inmates come up and help
us move files. They swept and got a lot of our
ceiling tile already cleaned up." Ward said.
Although thousands of files got wet. Ward said
they were all backed up erectronically.
Court hearings that were set for Monday are
being rescheduled. It wasn't clear when the
building would reopen.

Zorrelaa-Hiclunan Ferry closed

HICKMAN,Ky.(AP) — A ferry that operates
as the only direct route between Kentucky and
Missouri won't operate on Tuesday due to icy
conditions on the ferry approaches.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet says the
Dorena-Hickman Ferry closed Sunday afternoon
and remained closed Monday because a winter
mix of precipitation iced over the landings on
both sides of the river. The ferry captain said
conditions were sicli the iLis difficult for vehicles *lately approtaite ferry to board and
hazardous for the crew.
Weather conditions are being evaluated on a
day-to-day basis to determine when the ferry can
reopen.
The fen-y connects Kentucky 1354 at Hickman
with Missouri Route A and Route 77 near
Dorena, Mo. Missouri and Kentucky are the only
border states that are not directly connected by a
road.

Grimes pushes higher
minimum wage
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky
Democrat Alison Lundergan Grimes says
increasing the federal minimum wage would be
at the top of her agenda if she's elected to the
U.S. Senate.
Grimes said in a release that a higher minimum
wage would raise the income and spending
power for tens of thousands of Kentucky families.
The issue presents a stark contrast between
Orimea and Republican Senate Leader Mitch
McConnell, who is seeking a sixth term this
year.
McConnell says a higher minimum wage
would force businesses to reduce jobs.
A Democratic push to boost the federal minimum wage to $10.10 an hour is seen as a long
shot in Congress this year. President Barack
Obama made a push for the increase in his State
of the Union speech.
Grimes is the Democratic front-runner for the
seat held by McConnell.
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Dam,

RICHMOND. Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State
Police say autopsies have determined that the
deaths of three people in a Madison County fire
were the result of smoke inhalation.
But police say the autopsies performed Sunday
at the state medical examiner's office in
Frankfort could not positively identify the three
adults who died. Police said they will continue to
investigate to try to determine the identities.
Investigators say they have ruled the fire accidental and believe a wood stove inside the house
may have been the cause.
Madison County firefighters responded to the
fire on Oakley Wells Road just before midnight
Friday. and the bodies were recovered Saturday.
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Snow, ice removal hits $27 million

Cerra

mult

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's
Transportation Cabinet has spent $27 million on
snow and ice removal this season, with plenty of
winter still left.
The figure reflects a variety of costs, including
for labor, equipment, materials and contractors.
The cabinet says its nearly 2.000 maintenance
crew employees have worked to keep more than
60,000 lane miles of roads open this winter. The
agency says its crews have spread more than
220,000 tons of salt, compared to 85000 tons at
this time last year during a relatively mild winter.
This season. crews have already dealt with
plenty of snow and ice.
The cabinet says more than 150,000 tons of
salt remain on hand.
During the winter of 2010-2011. Kentucky
used more than 450.000 tons of salt and spent
nearly $74 million to combat wintry precipitatitm.

ppieja on death row
won
a
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — A federal judge
has rejected an appeal from the lone woman
awaiting execution in Kentucky after concluding
her attorney wasn't deficient at trial.
U.S. District Judge Danny C. Reeves turned
away claims by 53-year-old Virginia Susan
Caudill that her lawyer committed numerous
errors during her joint trial with a co-defendant,
53-year-old Johnathan Wayne Goforth.
.Caudill and Goforth were convicted in 2(X)0 in
Lexington of robbing and killing 73-year-old
Lonetta White by bludgeoning her to death with
a hammer on March 15, 1998. White's body was
then put in.the trunk of her own car, which was
set ablaze.
Prosecutors say the pair fled to Florida and
Mississippi hi the months after the slaying.
Police arrested Caudill in New Orleans about
eight months after the killing.
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Ashland working to fix water woes
ASHLAND, Ky.(AP) — Officials in Ashland
are asking residents to conserve water as the
eastern Kentucky city works to restore normal
levels.
The Independent reports more than 3,000 people had either no water or low pressure on
Sunday as crews worked to fix new breaks in
water lines.
City Manager Ben Bitter said that finding new
breaks in the aging infrastructure has been frustrating as the crisis reached its sixth day.
Bitter encouraged residents to let officials
know if they spot any leaks in the system.

Company locating new plant
in Elizabethtown
ELIZABETHTOWN,Ky.(AP) — A company
that has existing operations in Somerset and
Lebanon with 450 employees is investing $20
million to open a facility in Elizabethtown, creating 75 jobs there.
Hendrickson USA LLC's Elizabethtown plant
will make products to supply operations in nearby states.
Gov. Steve Beshear's office says construction
of the 100.000-square-foot facility is expected to
be finished later this year.
Hendrickson is a leading global manufacturer
and supplier of medium- and heavy-duty suspension systems, axle systems. springs. and bumper
and trim components.
The state has approved tax incentives up to
$135 million for the project.
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Obitiariss
Danny Dean Dick

ponded to the
fore midnight
ered Saturday.

Danny Dean Dick, 57, of Mayfield. Ky., died Sunday, Feb. 2,
2014 at his'residence.
He was a retired employee of Myers Lumber Company, Mayfield
and a member of Trace Creek Baptist Church.
Mr. Dick is survived by his wife, Sandy Dick; two sons, Daniel
Dick and wife, Erin of Owensboro, Ky. and David Dick and wife,
Kristin of Murray and one granddaughter, Emily Dick, of
Owensboro.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Chester Dick and Irene
Harris Dick; brother, Li. Dick and one niece.
Funeral services will be at II a.m., Wednesday, Feb. 5, 2014 at
Byrn Funeral Chapel, Mayfield, with Rev. Ronnie Stinson Jr. officiating. Burial will follow at Highland Park Cemetery.
Donations may be made to the Trace Creek Baptist Church Youth
Group, 3577 KY 131, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.
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Gerrald Boyd, 68, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday, Feb. 2, 2014 at
his home.
He was born in Murray, Ky., on Sept. 6, 1945 to Elmo and
Margaret Cole Boyd. He retired as the Chief
Deputy of the Calloway County Jail and was previously the owner and operator of both Warehouse
Tire and Boyd's Auto Repair in Murray. He was a
member of Eastwood Baptist Church and a member of the Men's Sunday School class.
Mr. Boyd is survived by his wife, Shirley Jean
Boyd of Murray; one daughter, Heather Boyd of
Murray; two sons, Russell Boyd and wife
Shannon of Murray and Michael Boyd and wife
Jennifer of St. Peters, Mo.; one sister, Julia Cain
Boyd
and husband, Larry of Murray; five grandchildren,
Ann Boyd, Emily Boyd, Alex Boyd, Lucas Boyd and Isaac Boyd
and one uncle, Gene Cole of Great Falls, Va.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a brother. Ronnie
Boyd.
Funeral services will be Thursday. Feb. 6, 2014 at 1:30 p.m., at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Andy. Harrell officiating.
Burial will follow in the North Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation
will be on Thursday, Feb. 6, 2014 from 11 a.m. until the funeral
hour.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to Eastwood Baptist
Church Bus Ministry, 2191 KY 94 E., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.
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Jewell Copeland
Jewell Copeland,94,of Benton, Kentucky, died on Monday. Feb.
3. 2014 at Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation in Benton. She was
born Monday, Dec. 8, 1919 in Marshall County. Kentucky to Elgie
Arant and Dena Starks Arant.
She was a homemaker and a member of the
Union Hill Church of Christ. She worked for 30
years as a clerk for Shop-O-Rama.
Mrs. Copeland is survived by her son, Brent
Copeland and wife, Joycelyn of Benton; a daughter, Sondra Henderson and husband Ray Jr. of
Benton; a brother, Ervin Arant and wife Anna of
Murray; five grandchildren, Logan Copeland,
Benton, David Cohoon and wife Shannon, New
Concord, Kenneth Cohoon, Benton, Bruce
Copeland
Henderson, Houston,Texas, Kerry Henderson and
wife Donna, Reidland; and four great-grandchildren.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Jewel E.
Copeland; daughter. Bonita Carole Cohoon; brother,Ted Arant; sisters. Cora Smith and Esta Shepeard; and grandchildren Joe and
Jewel Copeland.
Graveside funeral services will be at 3 p.m., Thursday. Feb. 6,
2014 at Edwards Cemetery with Bill McCormick officiating. Burial
will follow in Edwards Cemetery. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m.
on Wednesday. Feb. 5, 2014 at the Collier Funeral Home, Benton,
Ky.
Memorial contributions may be made to the New Edwards
Cemetery Fund c/o Leslie Groves, 453 Hunter Road, Benton, Ky.
42025,
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

Firefighters save dog from NY sinkhole
Rescuers put plywood around
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - A
the
hole to stabilize the ground,
back
on
shepherd
is
German
solid ground after being rescued and then widened the gap
from a sinkhole that opened up enough for a person to fit
through.
in a Buffalo park.
Paveljack climbed down a
The 3-year-old dog named
Mack dropped more than 10 feet ladder, uncertain of how the
to the bottom of the watery hole 100-pound animal would react
during a Sunday morning walk to him after standing in 18 inchwith his owner, Mattie Moore, es of cold water for an hour.
"He was intimidating. He was
who nearly fell in herself.
a
big dog," said the firefighter,
brought
the
Moore's 911 call
fire department's technical res- who once owned a German
cue team to Martin Luther King shepherd. "If he was mad, he
Jr. Park, where a broken under- could have attacked me. But he
ground water pipe had eroded was just scared. He knew he
the soil and created an opening was in trouble and he wanted to
about 2 feet across on the sur- get out of that hole as fast as
possible."
face but wider below.
The plan was for Paveljack to
"She was crying," firefighter
said, lift the dog and bring him up the
Paveljack
Michael
describing the frightened dog ladder, but the firefighter found
owner in the snowy park where himself sinking in mud under
she walks Mack every morning the weight of the squirming,
wet dog.
before sunrise.

Cabin fever sets in amid Lawmakers seek in-state
tuition rates for veterans
relentless cold,snow
ST. LOUIS (AP) - T.J.
Rutherford loves to golf, even
in the winter. Just not this winter.
With single-digit temperatures and sub-zero wind chills
becoming the norm from the
Midwest to the East Coast,
often combined with snow or
ice, the 59-year-old and his
Illinois golfing buddies are no
longer just bundling up. They're
staying inside.
"I'm on my third 1,000-piece
jigsaw puzzle," said Rutherford,
who lives in Carterville, about
100 miles southeast of St.
Louis. "I haven't done that in a
long time."
Cabin fever is setting in for
countless Americans as bitter
cold, heavy snowfall and paralyzing ice storms keep pounding a large swath of the country.
School districts across twothirds of the U.S. are reporting
higher than normal numbers of
snow days, while social service
agencies are trying to work
around the forecasts to get to
people in need.
Heavy snow was falling -again - in New York on
Monday, and up to 8 inches of
snow was expected Tuesday in
Kansas City, Mo. Later this
week, snow was forecast from
the Plains to the East Coast.
with no break in the cold.
Some records have been broken - Detroit, for example,
recorded 39.1 inches of snow in
January, a record for the month
- but the weather isn't especially unusual, said Alex
Sosnowski, senior meteorologist for AccuWeather. He said
this winter seems worse
because so many recent winters
have been mild.
"A lot of people probably are
going a little stir crazy," he said.
"But if you look at the broad
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By KEVIN FREKINO
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
House overwhelmingly passed
legislation Monday that would
require public universities
around the country to charge
veterans in-state tuition rates or
face financial penalty.
Congress intended for veterans from the Iraq and
Afghanistan era to go to college
for free at the public school of
their choice. And for most,that's
the case.
But,on occasion, veterans end
up living in a new state once
their service has ended. Then,
they find that the federal government's reimbursement to colleges won't fully cover the higher tuition rates that generally
apply to students who come in
from out of state.
"There are many veterans
through no fault of their own
who are forced to pay exorbitant
tuition rates to schools simply
because of the transit nature of
their military service," said Rep.
Jeff Miller, the Republican
chairman of the House
Committee on Veterans Affairs.
About half the states,.already
have waivers in place designed
to attract veterans to attend their
public universities. Lawmakers
and veterans groups are pushing
for a national approach.
Budget scorekeepers estimate
the provision would affect about
3,800 veterans initially and save
the federal government about
$139 million over the next
decade, The bill passed by a
vote of 390-0.
Some have complained that
Congress is putting in place
another unfunded federal mandate. When the bill came up
before a congressional subcommittee last year. the American
Association of State Colleges

and Universities sad that establishing tuition policy is a clear
state right. *This hill screams of
government overreach,* the
association said at the time.
But the arguments from veterans groups won out. The groups
said military veterans are the
only Americans that sometimes
cannot physically be present in
a state long enough to satisfy
residency requirements simply
because they were serving their
country.
In all, 20 states already have
laws designed to help veterans
get the in-state rate. Another 12
have legislation pending. Eight
more have individual schools or
school systems that provide veterans with waivers so they can
get the in-state tuition rate,
according to Student Veterans
of America, an advocacy group
The bill stipulates that the instate tuition requirement would
only apply to veterans who
enroll within three years of
leaving the service.
The requirement has broad
support in the Senate as well,
but it's included in much broader veterans legislation that some
Republicans say may be too
sweeping and expensive.
The House bill passed on
Monday contains other provisions that affect the Department
of Veterans Affairs, including
eliminating performance bonuses for the department's senior
executive staff through 2018.
"This money would be better
spent resolving the disability
claims backlog," said Rep.
Keith Rothfus. R-Penn.

Official: Heroin in Hoffman's N.Y. home
By JENNIFER PELTZ
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP)- Tests have
confirmed there was heroin in at
least some of the scores of plastic
packets in the apartment where
Philip Seymour Hoffman was
found dead,a law enforcement official said Monday, and authorities
are working to determine whether
the drug was mixed or tainted with
anything else.
Medical examiners have not
made an official determination of
the cause of the 46-year-old actor's
death, but police have been investigating it as a suspected overdose.
Hoffman was found in a bathroom
with a syringe in his arm, law
enforcement officials have said.
A few details have begun to
sketch a picture of his final day and
the circumstances in which he was
found in his apartment in
Manhattan's Greenwich Village on
Sunday. And questions have
swirled about whether Hoffman's
death could be linked to a potent
blend of heroin and synthetic morphine that has been tied to deaths

elsewhere, though there are no official findings pointing to that scenario.
"The direction of the investigation is going to depend, in large
part, on the findings of the medical
examiner and the findings of the lab
tests," chief police spokesman
Stephen Davis said.
An autopsy began Monday, but
results weren't expected until at
least Tuesday, the city medical
examiners' office said. •
A friend had spoken to Hoffman
by phone around 9 p.m. Saturday,
in the last contact investigators are
aware of anyone having with him,a
law enforcement official said. The
official said the actor's door was
double-locked when his body was
found around 11:30 a.m. the next
day by the friend and Hoffman's
assistant.
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In the apartment were at least including a blood-pressure drug
four dozen small packets variously and a muscle relaxant, one of the
stamped with the ace of hearts and officials said.
Stamps are common as a form of
others with the ace of spades, two
law enforcement officials said drug-world branding, and authoriMonday. Tests of samples showed ties make note of the ones they
heroin in each type, one of the offi- encounter, though they're hardly
trademarks - different producers
cials said.
The officials spoke on condition might use the same symbol. It wasof anonymity because they weren't n't immediately clear whether the
authorized to talk about the evi- ace of hearts and ace of spades
stamps could lead investigators to
dence gathered.
Authorities also found unused any clues about the source of the
syringes, a charred spoon and vari- items found in Hoffman's apartous prescription medications, ment.
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picture, this is probably a once
in 10- to 20-year winter. We
were probably due for it a little
bit."
That isn't welcome news for
those holed up at home, especially parents whose children
keep racking up snow days.
In Indiana, where some
schools were closed for a full
week in January because of the
weather and road conditions,
Joanne Kehoe has to entertain
her four children, ages 2
through 8, when classes get
cancelled in Indianapolis. She
said it can be especially trying
because her oldest is autistic
and has a "tendency to bolt" if
he is off his routine, so that limits where the family can go.
It helps that her husband, an
attorney,can often take time off
work.
"We usually divide and conquer," Kehoe said, acknowledging that shoveling snow while
listening to e-books provides
her "a little quiet time."
Amy Murnan has been homebound with her four children ages 8, 10, 12 and 13 - in the
Minneapokis suburb of Edina on
four snow days, air unusually
large number for a region wellaccustomed to tough winters.
But she welcomes the break.
"We're really busy and we
spend most of the time running
around to games and practices
and lessons," Murnan said. "So
it was actually kind of great for
me to have nowhere to be and
nothing to do. We don't get that
very often."
In suburban St. Louis, students in the Rockwood School
District have already missed
more than a week of school
because of snow or ice. One
snow day was called because it
was too cold for the buses to
start.
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Every Donation Brings Hope
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Calloway County Library holds
needs assessment meeting Jan.29
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library's Facilities Needs
Assessment committee met on
Wednesday, Jan. 29 in the
library's meeting room. Those
participating in the meeting
included members of the community, members of the library
staff and members of the library
board.
Mignon Pittman, library director and Teresa Betts, library
board president, welcomed
attendees and presented a short
program detailing the library's
history as well as circulation,
collection and programming statistics. Pittman also explained
Kentucky Library Standards
recommendations in terms of
library services and buildings

FUN &

for communities of Murray and
Calloway County's population.
Members divided into three
groups and toured the library.
After the tour, members volunteered to serve on one of three

internalsub-committees:
s;
needs/want
County
Calloway
external - best practices and
financial feasibility.
Director Pittman stated "our
first meeting was a success and I

am both encouraged and grateful for the commitment that
these members have shown in
being a part of this committee to
help move the library forward."

Pe
DATEBOOK
Retirees to meet in Paducah

The Purchase chapter of Kentucky retirees
will meet at 10:30 am., Thursday, Feb. 6 at
Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive, Paducah.
This will be a combined luncheon and business
meeting. All retirees of the Kentucky
Retirement System are encouraged to attend.
For more information call 270-898-7289 or
270-527-9531:

Datobook

DAR to meet

Martha
The Captain Wendall Oury Chapter of the
Finney Andrus, Daughters of the American Revolution will
Community
meet on Saturday, Feb. 8,2014,at 2 p.m. in the
editor
Breathett room of Pogue Library on the campus
of Murray State University. Retired Colonel Darrel McFerron will
be the guest speaker on the subject of national defense. All members, prospective members and interested parties are invited to
attend. The hostess will be Susan Hart.
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Special Olympics rebate night to be held

A rebate night to benefit the Special Olympics Western Kentucky
Polar Plunge will be at the Big Apple Cafe on Wednesday, Feb. 5
and at Mr. Gatti's on Thursday, Feb. 6.

Murra
and nar
Inter

Bornlearning Workshop to be held

The fifth of a series of six Toyota Bornleaming workshops will be
from 5:30-7:00 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 6 at Murray Elementary
School. The workshop helps parents of children from prenatal to
five years of age make everyday moments a chance to learn. The
program is free and food is provided. It is not necessary to have
attended previous workshops. Register before Thursday, Feb.6 by
calling the Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center, 270759-9592.

ctolvi4s1,

Dexter-Almo water district to meet

Photo provided

Pictured are committee members at the first meeting.

Valentine's Day events to be held
February to help celebrate The park is also offering a lodge
room for one night and dinner.
Valentine's Day.
Kenlake State Resort Park, A one bedroom cottage and dinAurora. is offering a Valentine's ner is also available. These
Day Getaway Package on offers are for Feb. 14 only. For
Friday. Feb. 14. The package reservations or information, call
includes a ribeye dinner for two. 1-800-325-0143.
Lake Barkley State Resort
Piano music will be provided.
Park, Cadiz, is having a special
dinner arid dance on Friday,Feb.
14. Dinner includes a prime rib
and shad* buffet and the band
"Top Tier" will perform. Guests
must be 21 years of age or over.
A lodging package that includes
dinner, Saturday breakfast,
dance and a lodge room for
Friday night. Call 1-800-3251708 for reservations or information.
Pennyrile Forest State Resort
Park, Dawson Springs, has a
Valentine's package available.
This includes one night's lodging, the "Not-so-Newly Wed
Game," dinner for two on
Friday, romantic music and
dance floor during dinner,a conFor nearly. three generations.
tinental breakfast and a couples
Murray Woman's Clinic ha'
hike on Saturday morning. A
protected the health and
lodging discount is available for
wellness of the women ot
a second night's stay. For reserwestern Kentucky and
vations call-800-325-1711.
Tennessee.
northwest
For prices, reservations or
"When experience counts,
more information on Kentucky
count on our lifetimes of experience"
parks, visit their website at
www.parks.ky.gov.
Hoard Certified 013(;) N Ph)sicimis

Special to the Ledger
Kentucky State Parks provide
a great place for a getaw ay
weekend along with excellent
food, entertainment, natural
beauty and scenery. Many
Kentucky parks are offering
special events and packages in

Congratulations to
Mary Lou Tibbs this
weeks giveaway winner.
VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2013

5,

Morn

ficturr

)

"The Something For Everyone Store"
118!kWh 12111 • Murray, KY • 753-7441
wwirs.diduilley.com

Do You Need Help with
Taxes & Accounting?
Jason Anderson & the
ATA Team Can Help!

ATA

PLLC

CCPL computer class offered

The Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
class Thursday, Feb. 6. The class is from 12:30-2:30 p.m and is on
computer basics for beginners - introduction to Microsoft Word.
Registration is required. Call(270)753-2288 for more information.

Valentine's bazaar to be held in Hazel

The Heart to Heart Valentine's Bazaar will be from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 8, at the Hazel Baptist Church, 301 Gilbert
Street. This bazaar is sponsored by Tymeless Hearts and all funds
raised are for children with heart defects.

4-H Shotgun team to meet

The 4-H Shotgun team will meet Thursday,Feb.6 at 6 p.m.,at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club.

Art Guild to hold Valentine sale

The Murray Art Guild, 500 N. 4th Street, will have a Valentine
sale on handcrafted jewelry, cards, candy and other special items
Saturday, Feb. 8 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

CCFR Auxiliary will have rebate night

Calloway County Fire Rescue Auxiliary will have a rebate night
at Nick's from 5-9 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 5. The Calloway County
Fire Rescue Auxiliary is a nonprofit organization that supports the
Calloway County Fire Rescue. For more information contact Tony
Williams,(270) 293-6563.

Chinese New Year celebration to be held

The Chinese Student Association of Murray State University will
have a Chinese New Year celebration on Friday, Feb. 7 from 6:30 9 p.m.,in the Stables on the first floor of the Curris Center.The public is invited to attend.

4-H Talk Meet to be held

The deadline to sign up for the 4-H Talk Meet is Tuesday,Feb. 11.
The contest is on Thursday, Feb. 13 at 6 p.m., in the Christian
Activities Center of Westside Baptist Church. Judges and room
hosts are needed for the competition. Contact the Extension office
at(270) 293-1558 for more information.

Housing authority offers computer class

The Computer Learning Center of the Housing Authority of
Murray is offering a free computer class on PhotoScape, Friday,
Feb. 7 from 10 a.m. to noon. Pre-registration is required. Call(270)
753-5000,ext. 310 or visit www.phamurray.org and click on "computer center" for class description.,

Homeschool Club to meet
The Murray-Calloway County Homeschool Club will meet from
2-3:30 p.m., at the Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church on
Monday, Feb. 10. The club is under the direction of Christy
Mattingly and Stephanie Holcomb.

Al-Anon support group will meet
Al-Anon,a support group for friends and family members of alcoholics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30 p.m.
at University Church of Christ. For more information call Diana at
(270)227-0951 or Belinda at(270)293-5100.

• Tax Return Preparation
• Strategic Tax Planning
• Payroll & Bookkeeping

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, Feb. 7 at 1 p.m., in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at(270)293-5588.

• IRS Representation
• Estate & Gift Tax Planning
• Sales Tax Returns
• Business Valuations
• Audit & Assurance
& Much More

ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD

The Board of the Dexter-Almo Heights water district will hold its
monthly meeting Thursday, Feb.6 at 6 p.m., at the district office at
351 Almo Road.

Murray Bank Good Life trips planned

Jason Anderson, CPA, CVA, CFE, CIA
Member/Partner

307 Maple Street
Murray,KY
270.753.2424

Dyersbu
'Aaron,

The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to the Southern
Women's Show on Thursday, March 27 in Nashville, Tenn. A bus
trip is planned for June 11-15 to Shipshewana,Ind.,the third largest
amish community in the U.S. This trip will include many sites and
activities local to the area as well as seeing the amish perform in a
musical production, the Oak Ridge Boys in concert and The
Gaither's in concert. For more information,contact Brenda Sykes at
(270)767-3338 or email bsykesethe murraybank.com.

American Legion offers help for veterans

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post,310 Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
information call Kennedy at(270)752-3333.
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MSU Career Services
accepting applications for
Peer Career Advisor team

'aducah
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Special te the Ledger
The Murray State University
Career Center is accepting
applications for the 2014-15
Peer Career Advisor team. The
deadline to apply is Tuesday,
Feb. 18 at 4:30 p.m. Information
sessions will be Wednesday.
Feb. 5 at 12:30 p.m. and
Thursday, Feb. 6 at 4 p.m. in
100 Oakley Applied Science
Building.
Peer career advisors are
trained paraprofessionals who
commit five hours a week to
assist with Career Services outreach and career events, as well
as advise students in job search
strategies through one-on-one
interactions and groups presentations. Participating students
will gain leadership experience,
receive extensive job search
training, enjoy the opportunity
to aid their peers and receive a
Murray State University shirt
and nametag.
Interested undergraduate stu-

dents must have completed 30
hours or more (rising sophomores through seniors) as of
April 2014; maintain a 3.0 grade
point average or higher, have
attended
Murray
State
University for at least one
semester as of Dec. 2013; have
strong written and verbal communication skills; possess effective presentation skills; be selfmotivating; and understand the
significance Career Services
plays in the lives of Murray
State students.
A complete application consists of submitting the online
applications
at
http://bit.ly/PCAAPP14
and
emailing a professional resume
to Katie Mantooth at kmantooth 1@ murraystate.edu. Both
parts of the application must be
completed by the Feb. 18 deadline. Detailed information is
available
online
at
http://bit.ly/MSUPCA.
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Special to the Ledger
Wednesday, February 12 and
Veterans and their families Thursday, Feb. 13, an appointwill be provided counseling and ment may be scheduled for the
assistance in filing claims for VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek
state and federal benefits. This Drive, Paducah. Call (270)444is a free service provided by the 8465.
For more information, contact
state of Kentucky.
Assistance will be available Ron McClure, regional field
Kentucky
Monday. Feb. 10, 1253 Paris representative,
Department
of
Veterans
Affairs
Road, Mayfield VA Clinic by
appointment only. Walk-ins will (KDVA) at (270) 247-2455 ext.
email
be scheduled an appointment. 73905
Call (270) 247-2455 for an ronald.mcclurekvicy.gov.
appointment.

Or

Items needed for Need Line
and cleaning supplies needed
Special to the Ledger
Need Line of Murray has are: dish liquid, shampoo, toilet
issued a new list of items need- paper, and toothpaste. Also
ed to replenish the pantry for its needed are large brown paper
clients. The list includes mac bags. Need Line is located at
and cheese, pancake mix, pan- 509 N. 8th Street and is open
cake syrup,tuna,salmon,crack- from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
ers, peanut butter, dry beans, through Friday. Need Line is a
corn meal, hot cereal, eggs and United Way Agency. For more
bread/buns. Personal hygiene information call 753-6333.

Photo provided
HOSPICE HOUSE DONATION: Keith Travis, left, vice president of Institutional Development for the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, accepted a check from Murray High School
football coach, Steve Duncan, for the Anna Mae Owen
Residential Hospice House. This donation came from collections made at each home football game for the use of the
hospital parking lots.

Muuka presents strategic
planning at workshop
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Gerry N. Muuka,associate
dean
in the Arthur J.
Bauernfeind
College
of
Business, spoke at a business
workshop in Port Moresby,capital of Papua New Guinea
(P.N.G.) in the South Pacific in
early December 2013. On a trip
that saw him spend two nights
in Nadi (Fiji) with stopovers in
both New Zealand and the
Solomon Islands, Muuka was
invited to speak on "Micro and
Macro Level Strategic Planning
Papua
New
Guinea:
in
Contemporary Perspectives."
In addition to business executives and landowners, three
Papua New Guinea cabinet secretaries - the ministers of
Tourism. Transport, and Labor
and Industrial Relations attended the workshop held at
the Grand Papua Hotel in Port
Moresby.
This was Muuka's second
visit to Papua New Guinea in
the past 12 months. In. January
2013, he was invited to a similar
workshop in Port Moresby for
top CEOs in that country. The
Secretary for Treasury (who is
also the defacto number 3 in
Papua New Guinea's government of Prime Minister Peter
O'Neill), the Secretary for
Public Enterprises and State
Investment, the Secretary for
Finance, as well as the
Governor of the Bank of Papua
New Guinea, which is that
country's central bank, also
workshop.
that
attended
Following the January 2013
trip, Muuka wrote a draft of the
2013/2014 Strategic Plan for
Papua New Guinea's Ministry
of Trade. Commerce and
Industry.
Papua New Guinea's macro
level economic development
plan is contained in a blueprint
document, Vision 2050, which
aspires toward a country that, by
the year 2050, is envisioned as
being smart, wise, fair and
happy. To achieve these P.N.G.
ideals and goals, the country
wil rely on seven broad pil-

lars - (1) human capital development, gender, youth and people empowerment, (2) wealth
creation, natural resources and
growth nodes, (3) institutional
development and service delivery,(4)security and international relations, (5) environmental
sustainability and climate
change, (6) spiritual, cultural
and community development,
and (7) strategic planning, integration and control.
Papua New Guinea is a mountainous country of 7 million
people, and is home to some
1,000 of the approximate 6,000
languages in the world. Its independence from Australia was
achieved in 1975. Exxon Mobil
Corp., the American multinational oil and gas company,
completed a U.S. $19 billion
liquefied natural gas facility in
P.N.G. scheduled to open in
2014. The facility will help
expand that country's base of
non-traditional exports away
from gold and copper, providing
employment to many of its citizens in the process.
In addition to his role as associate dean, Muuka also directs
the largest M.B.A. program in
the state of Kentucky, which
includes the Paducah M.B.A.,
the 100 percent-online M.B.A.,
and the Murray campus-based
M.B.A . program. In early
January 2014, U.S. News &
World Report ranked Murray's
online
AACSB-accredited
M.B.A. 46th out of 240 online
programs in the country - it is
Kentucky's highest ranked
online M.B.A.
Since joining Murray State in
1994, Muuka has published 40
articles in peer-reviewed journals, two books, and more than
40 chapters in books and conference proceedings. He received
his bachelor's degree in business, summa cum laude, from
the Copperbelt University in
Zambia, his M.B.A. from
Murray State University,and his
Ph.D from the University of
Edinburg in Scotland, where he
was a British Commonwealth
Scholar.
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TRi0 Day celebration set for Feb. 17 at MSU •10-digit dialing...
Special to the Ladger
The Murray State University
(MSU)
TRi0
programs
Adventures in Math and Science
(AIMS) I & 11, Student Support
Services (SSS) and the McNair
Scholar's Program will host a
reception from 1-3 p.m. Monday.
Feb. 17, in room 248 of Blackburn
Science Building.
Faculty, staff, students and area
school personnel and Murray community leaders are invited to
attend. The reception gives the university an opportunity to showcase
its TRi0 program's accomplishments and participants.
Because access and retention
services are essential components
of the federal strategy to ensure
equal educational opportunity,
HAWKiNS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Congress established the TRi0
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, front left,
programs more than 45 years ago.
Interim President Dr. Tim Miller and
These programs enable Americans, Murray State University
together
to sign a proclamation declarWells
joined
Mayor
Bill
regardless of economic circum17
as
TRIO
Day
at
MSU.
Pictured in the back row,
ing
Feb.
stances, race or ethnic background,
Shanna
Burgess,
director
of student support
are
from
left,
to enter college and graduate and
services; John Mateja, director of the McNair Scholars
to pursue advanced degrees.
TRIO programs identify promis- Program and Doris Clark-Sarr, director of the AIMS
ing students and assist them in (Adventures in Math and Science) program at MSU.
achieving a college degree. All
services are free to qualified participants. Participants in each program must meet the same federal tance in postsecondary course Ph.D. Eligible students include
criteria. The majority of partici- selection; information on both the those from low-income, first-genpants must demonstrate financial full range of student financial aid eration college families and stuneed and/or be the first in their programs and benefits and dents from groups underrepresentfamily to receive a four-year col- resources for locating public and ed in graduate education.
McNair participants have a
lege degree. In addition to students private scholarships; assistance in
applicaunique
opportunity to engage in an
completing
financial
aid
who meet the first-generation college, low-income criteria, under- tions; education and/or counseling in-depth, faculty-guided research
graduates who are from groups that services designed to improve project that gives them an edge
are underrepresented in graduate financial and economic literacy; when applying to graduate school.
school are eligible for participation and assistance in applying for This edge often enables students to
in the McNair Scholars program. admission to graduate and profes- secure financial support that will
fully pay for their graduate educaThe four TRi0 programs on the sional programs.
provides
tion. While at Murray State,
project
also
The
SSS
Murray State University campus
individualized counseling for per- McNair Scholars receive a $2,8013
serve more than 400 students.
Student Support Services is a sonal, career and academic infor- research project stipend, scholarretention program that offers aca- mation; activities and instruction ship support, travel support for
demic support to students enrolled designed to acquaint students with conferences and for visits to graduat Murray State. This program, career options; and exposure to ate schools, tutoring, and a GRE
designed to increase the retention cultural events and academic pro- preparation class, among other
and graduation rates of qualifying grams not usually available to dis- support.
The current McNair Scholars
participants, has been serving dis- advantaged students. The staff of
at Murray State
advantaged MSU students since Student Support Services is eager Program
1974 and currently serves 176 stu- to meet with students and assist University was refunded by the
dents. Participants in SSS qualify them in reaching their educational U.S. Department of Education at
by demonstrating a need for aca- goals. For more information, con- $900,000 for a six-year period
demic support and meeting man- tact Shanna Burgess, SSS director, stating in October 2013. Murray
dated
federal
guidelines. at msu.sss@murraystate.edu or State will provide over $250,000 in
additional support throughout the
Participants must be low-income, call (270) 809-4327.
***
2013 to 2019 time period. The
first-generation college students or
The McNair Scholars Program McNair Program supports 28
students with disabilities.
SSS participants benefit from a seeks to help undergraduates real- scholars annually and is open to
variety of services that include aca- ize their full potential by encourag- students in any discipline that can
demic tutoring; advice and assis- ing and preparing them to pursue a lead to a Ph.D.

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC

INSURANCE
Life • Health •Annuities
Long Term Care • Medicare Supplements
Questions About The Affordable Care Act?
(Obamacare) Call Me Today!

113 S. 4th St. on the Square •(270) 761-1010(270) 293-8817
kynect
www.roberthillingtoninsurance.com

Anyone interested in additional
information should contact John
Mateja, McNair Scholars director,
or Leslie Furches, associate director,
at
msu.mcnair@murraystate.edu or
call (270) 809-2951. The program
is actively seeking new scholars at
this time.
Dr. Dons Clark-Sarr directs the
Adventures in Math and Science
Programs I and II. This program is
designed to enhance math and science skills of students by allowing
120 high school students per year
to participate in a school year academic program as well as a sixweek
enrichment
camp.
Participants must have a desire to
pursue a math or science canter in
the future.
Participants attend classes in foreign language,literature, math,science, computers and fine arts. The
major emphasis of the curriculum,
however, is math and science. Each
student is given a research project
to work on during the program
with a supervising faculty member
acting as a guide. Four years ago,
the AIMS program was selected as
one of the top math and science
programs in the nation. A representative from the Pa Institute in
Washington, D.C., visited the program to research best practices for
math and science programs.
AIMS students have presented
their research at a regional level
with other TRIO programs.
Science- or math-related field trips
to such places as MSU's Hancock
Biological Station illustrate how
the concepts they learn in class are
applied.
Throughout the school year and
at the end of every summer,AIMS
takes the students to other places,
visiting science- or math-related
sites. Students will be touring colleges in Kentucky, Tennessee and
mid-Florida, as well as touring the
NASA Space Center, where they
will have lunch with an astronaut.
Several students will also be taking
a trip to St. Louis to see the
Science Center, Grant's Farm and
the St. Louis Zoo.
Students in the AIMS target
areas of western Kentucky, northwest illifiessee and eastern
Missotultre those who score
lower than the national average in
math and science, but still have an
interest in those fields. The program is designed to help those students increase their understanding
of these subjects in order for them
to achieve their academic and
career goals.
"Currently there are approximately 25 graduates from our program attending Murray State
University," Clark-Sarr said. "We
are required to track our students
until they either graduate from college or decline to participate in our
follow-up study. So far, we've
established over a 96 percent retention rate for our students."
The AIMS program was recently
funded by the U.S. Department of
Education to serve its target area
for the next five years.
For more information on the
AIMS program at Murray State,
contact Clark-San at dclarksarr@murraystate.edu or (270)
809-3367.

Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum said his office received
the region would be split and a few calls this week, but they
one half would continue to were mostly concerns about
receive 270 phone number van- whether or not the new dialing
ations; or the preferred overlay requirement would affect 911
option, where new 364 area
calls. Marcum said he has
code would be distributed into
explained that 911 services will
the existing 270 region, and
users would need to dial 10 dig- not and cannot be affected,
because a separate digital sysits even for local calls.
screens and sends those
tem
The PSC noted that public
calls.
case
the
received
in
comments
"If you need 911, dial 9-1-1
overwhelmingly favored an
overlay, Melnycovich said. The and someone is going to
overlay was cheapest for busi- answer," he said.
nesses that may have needed to
Some complaints are that the
print new material, and cus- PSC has moved too quickly in
tomers would keep their exist- issuing a 10-digit dialing
ing phone numbers, which
requirement, as most recently,
seemed the least disruptive.
commissioners have said the
Last month, was what the PSC
stay out of
called a permissive dialing peri- 364 numbers may
time. It
quite
some
for
use
od to get western Kentuckians
March 3
at
least
be
until
won't
in the habit of dialing the new
allow
364
will
the
PSC
when
way.
Now, though, Melnycovich area code numbers to be distribsaid, 10 digits are required, and uted.
calls will not go through withMelnycovich said, even then,
out them.
it's unlikely that any 364 numHe said, as of Tuesday, how- bers will be seen.
ever, most customers seemed to
"The 364 is not going to be
have gotten the message.
the default option for some
"We've had literally only a
time," he said. "Slowly, those
handful - fewer than 10 calls 270 blocks of 1,000 will diminwith people having some
ish, but it could be 10 or 15
issues," Melnycovich.said.
Most of those issues, he said, years before 270 is entirely
have been people who were gone."
Factors influencing the influx
unaware of the new area code
requirement and have called to of 354 numbers depend entirely
complain.
on user demand. The proliferaA few customers called, con- tion of new wireless devices,
cerned that a long-distance one like tablet computers that use a
digit would be required before cellular provider for their data
all calls, but Melnycovich said link or rural areas or better servhe has assured customers that ice in rural parts of the region
long-distance dialing is only
may require a need for the new
required for long-distance calls.
area code sooner.
Otherwise, he said the phones
For a while in fact,
have been surprisingly silent in
Melnycovich
said, wireless
Frankfort.
providers
may give cusservice
"I was expecting way more
complaints than what we've tomers the choice of purchasing
gotten," he said. "I anticipating a new plan with either a 270 or
a lot of calls."
364 area code.

From Front

•Polar Plunge...
disabilities into their activities."
Miller also remarked on how
to benefit children and adults
this message was sent last weekwith intellectual disabilities.
when students from Murray
end
"Hopefully, it will continue
that way," Miller said, noting and Calloway County high
that it appears the youth of the schools joined forces to raise
area are starting to make their
money for the Plunge during the
presence felt in this year's
teams'
Crosstown Classic basevent.
"I had a friend who told me ketball doubleheader at MHS'
how a bunch of fourth graders Tiger Gym.
she knows were going door to
"They had a sign that said,
door,selling bracelets for one of
'One Town, Two Schools, One
their classmates (who has
Down's syndrome) and they're Heart,' and I thought it was realraising money so they can ly good for both schools, particplunge. That is just cool when ularly rivals that they are, to
you hear that, and I'm starting come together for something
to hear lots of stories like that
like this," she said, adding that
about kids doing things for this
several young people will be
event.
"You like that because these taking the leap into the lake at
kids can be great role models for Kentucky Dam Village State
the rest of us, and the big mes- Resort Park in Gilbertsville.
sage we're trying to push is
Anyone wishing to participate
staying unified, where kids who
in
the event, can register online
don't have disabilities do
include the kids who do have at www.soky.kintera.org.

From Front

•MSU schedule...
From Front
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students in classes and on track.
Morgan said public universities are required to keep students in a certain number of
class periods to grant those students credit at the end of a
semester.
The catch-22 of required
number of class time hours and
no way to properly delay classes is what led Morgan and his
academics team to revamp the
current schedule to shorten
class times slightly and push
forward the school day by two
hours when early morning bad
weather could make travels to
and from campus a hazard.
The new schedule shortens a
regular Tuesday or Thursday
class from 75 minutes to 60
minutes. and 50-minute classes
on Mondays Wednesdays and
Fridays would be 40 minutes
long instead.
"It's easier to have this automatic inclement weather
delay," Morgan said. "It's terribly difficult anytime you
close a university because of
the essential services that cannot stop."
Morgan said the schedule is

really only designed to affect
classes up until 4 p.m. Night
classes or other classes at odd
hours of the day are designed
to stay on track as long as they
dont fall between the hours of
8 or 9 a.m.
He said the Provost Office is
understanding of non-traditional and busy students whose
schedule can't take an abrupt
change.
"We ask in our communication to our faculty on campus
to work with students are disadvantaged because of the
schedule," he said.
Obviously if weather conditions were bad enough, the
university still reserves the
right to close campus entirely,
but Morgan said that is something officials try their best not
to do.
Plus, the inclement weather
schedule only takes affect
when the university sends a
campus-wide email out like
was done on Monday. Only
then does the two-hour delayed
schedule take effect.
Morgan said he hopes this
will alleviate problems that
cancelled classes have caused
in the past.
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MURRAY STATE AT BELMONT
THURSDAY II 8 P.M.•CURB EVENT CENTER

'Big' advantage?

CHARLES ODUM
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — The
Atlanta Braves agreed to eightyear contract with first baseman Freddie Freeman that is
worth about $125 million on
Tuesday.
The deal was confirmed by
the team on Tuesday night.
Earlier in the day, outfielder
Jason Heyward and the Braves
agreed to a $13.3 million, twoyear contract. Heyward and
Freeman had filed for salary
arbitration last month.
The 24-year-old Freeman
was an All-Star last year when
he hit .319 with 23 homers and
109 RBIs. He matched his
career high in home runs and
set highs in batting average and
RBIs which finishing fifth in
NL MVP voting. He has topped
20 home runs in three straight
seasons.
Closer Craig Kimbrel is the
Braves' only player left in arbitration.

RACER BIGS
FAIRELL,
WILLIAMS
COULD HOLD
KEY TO
SUCCESS VS.
BELMONT
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
While there wasn't a clearcut favorite to win the Ohio
Valley Conference championship during the preseason,
Murray State and Belmont
have shown that some things
simply don't change.
Both programs have had to
replace NBA guards, and each
are missing pieces from what
made up the most successful
senior class in school history
— leaving questions throughout the fall of each teams' ability to return to , an OVC title
game this March.
But when the Bruins 'host
the Racers Thursday in
Nashville, Tenn., both teams
will find themselves in familiar
situations.
The Racers (13-8, 8-11 hold
a four-game lead in the OVC
West, while Belmont (17-8, 82) sits a game ahead of both
and
Kentucky
Eastern
Morehead State in the East,
meaning for the secondstraight year, Murray State
meets Belmont in a clash of the
league's top two teams.
And while the faces have
changed for both programs,
Murray State head coach Steve
Prohm says the Bruins haven't
missed a beat in Rick Byrd's
28th year at the helm.
"They are just doing what
they do," Prohm said Tuesday
afternoon. "They are shooting
the ball, making threes and just
playing extremely hard. They
are well-coached and they are a
good basketball team."
The Bruins are led by senior
J.J. Mann, a front-runner for
OVC Player of the Year, who is
averaging 17.2 points per
game. Fellow guards Craig
Reece
and
Bradshaw
Chamberlain each average double figures as well, and Prohm
said the Bruins may have an
advantage — particularly experience-wise — in the backcourt.
That means the Racers have

NCAA
FOOTBALL

College staffs
turn to Twitter
for recruiting
KYSER LOUGH For the Ledge
(Above) Jarvis Williams heads to the basket after evading Austin Peay's Travis Betran during the first half In
Clarksville, Tenn. last week.(Below) Jonathan Fairell tosses up a shot defended by Will Triggs. The Racers win over
rival Austin-Peay gave them their division leading eighth win.
an advantage too, however.
6-foot-8 Jarvis Williams and
6-foot-7 Jonathan Fairell are
among the top in the league in
rebounding since the start of
conference play, and Prohm is
hoping his two physical forwards can make their presence
felt both offensively and defensively Thursday night — even
though its the first time either
have faced the Bruins.
"Jarvis and Jonathan are
new, and that's the thing,"
Prohm said. "This is their first
time playing Belmont, so we
have to be really detailed and
not too complicated in what we
do so that they are not thinking
too much."
Against the likes of Belmont
starters Drew Windier and
Blake Jenkins, however,Prohm
admits his starting big men
should have an advantage in
the post.
"When you look at numbers
and rebounding, we should be
able to hold them," Prohm said.
"Our guys are probably a little
bit better at scoring around the

basket, so hopefully that will
be a big key for us.
"That and then hopefully we
can win the rebounding war."
Jenkins leads the Bruins
with 5.0 rebounds per game,
while 70.5 percent of Windler's
field goal attempts in conference play have come from
•See RACERS, 10A

BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
West
OvC(OveraI)
School
8-1 (13-8)
Murray State
5-5 (8-14)
Eastern Illinois
4-5 (8-15)
SIU-Edwardsville
3-5 (9-13)
Austin Peay
3-6 (12-11)
SE Missouh St.
2-7 (7-17)
UT-Martin
School
Belmont
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
Tennessee State

o

(Overall)
8-2 (17-8)
7-3 (16-7)
6-3 (15-9)
4-5 (11-13)
4-6(10-15)
2-8 (3-21)

STEVE MEGARGEE
AP Sports Writer
Recruiting is the lifeline of
college coaches and with
teenagers using social media
like Twitter to communicate,
some football staffs have pushed
the boundaries of NCAA regulations to reach top high school
recruits.
National Signing Day is
Wednesday and the stakes are
high.
The NCAA allows schools to
confirm they're recruiting a specific unsigned prospect, but
coaches can't comment on that
recruit's athletic ability, how
he'd contribute to their team or
the likelihood that prospect
might commit to a particular
school.
Some coaches and staffers
are bending the rules, tweeting
thinly veiled references to
prospects without naming them.
J.R. Sandlin was working as
a recruiting analyst at Notre
Dame on Dec. 17 when he
tweeted,"The DT from KY calling me out. Just wait my man!
Just wait! We want you here!
Need u to be Irish!" One day
later, Sandlin tweeted that "what
I like about THE'2014 DT from
See FOOTBALL, 10A

NATIONAL SIGNING DAY

5 Things to Know: College Football Signing Day
RALPH D. RUSSO
AP College Football Writer
Officially, national signing day
allows high school football players to
start signing a letter of intent with the
college of their choice.
In reality, national signing day is
not a starting block but a finish line.
All the flip-flopping, committing, decommitting and re-committing stops.
"It's the end of the fiscal year of
college football," said former UCLA
coach Rick Neuheisel of the Pac-12
Network. "Truthfully, the next year
has already started. It's a culmination
of lots of work,two and three and four
years of work to get these guys into
the boat."
Sure there are occasional sum))

glen among the blue chippers. Some
kids get cold feet and need a little
extra time. Or maybe mom flips out,
and needs to be reassured that her
baby is in good hands. But for the
most part, by the time Wednesday is
over, the vast majority of FBS teams
will have their latest haul of players
locked up:
"It's a long day," Neuheisel said.
For a coach, the best signing days
are drama-free.
"The last thing any coach wants at
the 11th-hour is a surprise," Neuheisel
said.
Five things to know about signing
day 2014:
S-E-C!: The reason why the
Southeastern Conference wins all
those national championships and

bowls is apparent every signing day.
When it comes to quality and quantity,
the Deep South is the most fertile
football recruiting territory in the
country. SEC schools are sinking big
bucks into coaches' salaries and facilities to make sure all those studs stay
close to home. Heading into signing
day, the leading recruiting news sites
— Rivals.com,Scout.com,ESPN.com
and 247sports.com — all had nine
SEC teams ranked in the national top
20. That includes Tennessee, which
finished 5-7 last season and Kentucky,
which won two games. Expect
Alabama to be crowned recruiting
national champs — again — by most
experts. The Crimson Tide has had the
No. 1 class according to Rivals each
of the last three seasons. Coach Nick

Saban has commitments from five of
Rivals' five-star recruits. No other
school has more than three. Those
schools? Alabama's SEC West rivals
Auburn and Texas A&M.
SIGNING DAY STARS: Most of
the top prospects have already made
solid verbal commitments. Signing
day is a formality. But a few of the
most-sought after recruits in the
nation are still undecided:
Defensive back Adoree'
—
Jackson, from Gardena, Calif., took
late trips to USC and UCLA and is
also considering Florida and LSU.
"That's a family fight," said Mike
Farrell, national recruiting analyst for
Rivals.com •
— Defensive lineman Malik
McDowell from Southfield, Mich.,

appears to be leaning Michigan State,
though his parents aren't. "That's a
pretty publicized family battle,"
Farrell said.
— Wide receiver Malachi Dupre
from River Ridge, La. He and two of
his teammates took a late trip to
UCLA. Farrell says LSU is still his
best guess on where Dupre lands, but
watch out for Florida State.
FLIP-FLOPPERS: Last season,
three of Rivals' five-stars flipped on
signing day, including Florida State
star defensive back Jalen Ramsey.
Farrell said running back Joe Mixon
of Oakley. Calif., is a candidate to pull
a similar move this season. He's committed to Oklahoma, but maybe
UCLA can change his mind.
•Sae SIGNING DAY, 10A
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NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pct
0-Indiana
38 10 792
d-Mismi
34 13 723 3W
d-Toronto
26 22 542
12
Atlanta
25 22 532 12/
1
2
Washington
24 23 511 13/
1
2
Give/go
24 24 500
14
Brooklyn
21 25 457
16
Charlotte
21 28 429 1714
Detroit
19 28 404 1814
New York
19 29 396
19
Cleveland
16 32 333
22
Boston
16 33.327 2214
Philadelphia
15 34.306 2315
Orlando
13 37 280
26
Milwaukee
9 39 188
29
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pct GB
d-Oklahoma City
39 11 780
d-San Antonio
35 13 729
3
Portland
34 14 708
4
d-L.A Clippers
34 17 667 5/
1
2
Houston
32 17 653 614
Goiden State
29 19 604
9
Phoenix
29 19.604
9
Dallas
28 21 571 101
/
2
Memphis
26 21 553 1114
Denver
23 23 500
14
Minnesota
24 24 500
14

•Signing Day...
From Page 9A
MAD HATTERS: The routine is familiar to most college
football fans. Recruit sits at a
table with a microphone and
announces his college choice
by grabbing a hat with the logo
of the winner. A few turn to
props, like a live bulldog puppy
to choose Georgia. Oh the
drama! But sometimes the
prospect's future coach knows
what is coming. "Two nights
before (signing day), there's a

•Racers...
From Page 9A
beyond the arc.
"Jonathan and Jarvis are
going to have to be locked in
on the defensive end, they are
going to have to get out and
guard (Windier and Jenkins),"
Prohm said. "Windier loves to
play out on the perimeter, he
can score in the post some, but
both of those guys will fight in
there."
Prohm said the Bruins will
double Murray State's bigs

New Orleans
L A Lakers
Utah
Saa arnento

20
18
18
16

I.
51.11e

Auto

27 428 1711
32 333
22
32 333
22
32 333
22

Today
Detroit at Orlando, 7 p.m
Boston at PNIadelphla, 7 p m
San Antonio at Washington, 7 p m
L A Lakers at Cleveland, 7 p m
Phoenix at Houston, 8 p.m
Minnesota at Oklahoma City. 8 p m
Dallas at Memphis,8 p.m
Atlanta at New Orleans, 8 p m
Portland at New York 8 P
Motwaukee al Denver, 9 p.m
Toronto at Sacramento, to p.m.
Miami at LA Clipper's, 10-30 p.m
Thursday
San Antonio at Brooklyn, 8 p.m
Chicago at Golden state, 1030 pm
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NASCAR creates new "deterrence penalty system
ENNA FWVER
AP Auto Racing Willer
CHARLOTTE:N.C.(AP) —
NASCAR Unveiled a revamped
penalty system Tuesday that for
the first time will define specific
offenses with pre-determined
penalties.
The new "Deterrence System"
classifies six different levels of
penalties, with fines and point
deductions increasing as the
infractions become more severe.
The new system will be applied
only to technical infractions;
NASCAR will still handle behavioral offenses individually.
The structure also allows the
sanctioning body to hit repeat
offenders with a multiplier that
could increase penalties by 50
percent. NASCAR's previous

From Page 9A
KY is the explosive power he
can generate from his lower
body. Truly impressive. The guy
is a BEAST!" He didn't name a
prospect, but the only defensive
tackle from Kentucky being
bunch of what we call secret recruited by Notre Dame was
commitments," Neuheisel said. Matt Elam of John Hardin High
"No one knows but the coach School in Elizabethtown.
The Twitter feed of five-star
and (player) because they want
to make a big splash and big running back prospect Leonard
Foumette of St. Augustine High
surprise."
in
New Orleans is filled with
PERSPECTIVE: Seahawks
references to "Bugs Nation."
quarterback Russell Wilson
Foumette was still uncommitted
was a two-star recruit, accordon Dec. 18 when LSU coach Les
ing to Rivals, when he signed Miles tweeted "Geaux Buga
with North Carolina State in Nation!!!" Miles' message
2007. The top-rated QB in that received 782 retweets, including
class was Jimmy Clausen. This one from Fournette himself.
Two weeks later,Foumette comis not an exact science.
mitted to LSU.
NCAA spokesperson Stacey
Osbum said the NCAA rules on
with a combination of guards
what a coach says to or about a
and post players, and said
recruit also apply to social
Belmont likes to keep its oppo- media.
nents guessing on where the
"It doesn't matter if you're
double-team is coming from.
doing it when you talk to a
And even though the faces reporter or are on social media,"
are fresh in one of the league's Osbum said. "It's the same
rule."
best new rivalries, Prohm said
Jen Vining-Smith, Notre
his Racers are ready for Dame's assistant athletic direcThursday's challenge.
tor for compliance, said she got
"Belmont is a great team, it's several calls from compliance
a great program and it's a great officers at other universities
opportunity in a great test for regarding Sandlin's Dec. 18
our team," Prohm said."We are tweet about the Kentucky
looking forward to it."
prospect. Vining-Smith told

JUBILEE
ANNIVERSARY

penalty system did not tie predetermined sanctions to specific
offenses.
NASCAR has also removed
chief appellate officer John
Middlebrook. The retired General
Motors executive has been
replaced by Bryan Moss, president emeritus of Gulfstztam
Aerospace. Middlebrook had
overturned or modified some key
NASCAR decisions, including a
penalty to Hendrick Motorsports
in 2012 and Penske Racing last
year.
NASCAR also has removed
track promoters from its appeals
panel in order to keep them from
having to rule on a team while
also needing that team's members
to help promote races.
"We have probably put some
people in some tough spots in the

past," O'Donnell said "You won't
see national series promoters as
part of that panel and you'll see
more industry experts participate
in that role in the future."
Another change to the penalty
system is in the appeals process:
Penalized teams will be allowed
to see NASCAR's presentation
during
the
first
appeal.
Previously, each side presented
its case without the other side in
the room.
Parties will now submit summaries of isstles in advance of the
hearing and it will be NASCAR's
burden to prove that a penalty
violation occurred. During second and final appeals, the burden
will shift to the team to prove the
panel decision was incorrect.
The biggest changes are to the
penalty system, which is now

broken into six classes. Minor
technical infractions in the PI
class could lead to lost track time
and other relatively light punishments; violations affecting the
internal workings and performance of the engine in P6, on the
other hand,could lead to the loss
of 150 points, a fine of at least
$150,000 and suspensions.
If P5 and P6 infractions are
found in post-race inspection,
wins would not be eligible to be
used to make the Chase for the
Sprint Cup championship or to
advance through the Chase
rounds. And if the same car
repeats an offense in the same
category during the season, the
penalty increases 50 percent
above the normal standard.

Sandlin she could defend the
tweet, but she didn't want him
tweeting so "pointedly" again.
Miles was reminded by LSU
administration officials to use
caution when taking to Twitter
to discuss recruiting. He was not
admonished, however, because
officials determined that Miles
had tweeted a phrase which was
not a direct reference to
Foumette, as opposed to using a
publicly known nickname, for
example.
Coaches can tweet to their
heart's content to let fans know
that "someone" has verbally
committed to their school without actually mentioning the
recruit by name. And they're
doing it all .over the country,
whether it's Tennessee's Butch
Jones
tweeting
"#BrickByBrick" or Texas
A&M's Kevin Sumlin tweeting
"#Yessir!"
Some
coaches,
like
Alabama's Nick Saban, doesn't
use Twitter as a part of his
recruiting tactics. But not everyone can afford to take the
approach by Saban, who consistently lands top recruiting classes.
Tennessee compliance director Todd Dooley has heard of a
coach attempting to contact a
recruit via direct message —
allowed by NCAA rules — and
inadvertently put the note on his
actual Twitter feed instead.

Dooley said he doesn't mind
if Tennessee's coaches tweet
about what places they're visiting on recruiting trips, but he
asks them to avoid saying a specific school "or anything that
would narrow it down to people
being able to identify a specific
recruit."
Vining-Smith gives Notre
Dame's coaches similar advice.
"If they're going to Texas and
if they say, 'I'm heading to
Dallas to find some talent' or
whatever, well that's fine
because there are plenty of people in Dallas they could be going
to see." Vining-Smith said. "And
my opinion on that is even if
we're recruiting one kid from
Dallas. I'm still OK with it
because Dallas is a big city and
there are lots of kids there that
have the talent to play at Notre
Dame.
"If they're going to Santa
Claus, Ind., and there's one high
school in that town and they say
'Heading to Santa Claus, Ind.,' I
have a different perspective on
that. They're specifically saying
where they're going and more
importantly, it's a little bit more
direct as to who they're probably
going to see."
Compliance officers are
policing one another in an informal checks-and-balances effort.
They often call one another
about tweets that might have
crossed a line. Then it's up to

each school's compliance officer
to determine whether the tweet
can be defended or needs to be
reported.
'In the grand scheme of
things. if someone called the
NCAA to report a violation
about Twitter, they would be
like, 'Are you serious? Call us
about something about extra
benefits or cars being given.
Call the schools, because that's
how this process is supposed to
work,' " Vining-Smith said.
"You're really supposed to call.
each other out."
Mike Farrell, a national
recruiting
analyst
for
Rivals.com, said he doesn't
think the NCAA should allow
any sort of interaction between
coaches and recruits on Twitter,
even by direct messaging. He
said prospects sometimes use
Twitter to play out the recruiting
process and get more followers.
Then again, sometimes a
tweet doesn't have much of an
impact at all.
Shortly after Sandlin tweeted
about a "DT from KY," Elam
dropped Notre Dame from consideration. Elam announced
Thursday he had Chosen
Kentucky over Alabama.
Naturally. not long after
Elam made his pick. Kentucky
coach Mark Stoops tweeted,
"Great Day for the State of
Kentucky and the BBN (Big
Blue Nation)!!'"

'a

•Football...
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PHI Air Medical returns
as MHM title sponsor

Photo by Metony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Pictured with Jerry Penner, MCCH CEO, center, are Murray Hospital employees who recently
earned Master's degrees in a job-related field through the hospital's tuition reimbursement program. From left, Lori Callihan, Mary Sue Hubbard, Penner, Heidi Hordyk and Kyser Lough.

Tuition assistance from MCCH
allows employees to earn degrees
Special to Th. Lodger
MURRAY, KY - Continuing
education is a point of emphasis
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, which is why employees are given the opportunity for
tuition reimbursement if they
pursue a degree in a job-related
field.
In 2012 and 2013, nine
employees earned their bachelor's or master's degrees
through the tuition reimbursement program. Several others
are still pursuing degrees in programs that relate to their current
position.
"We see this as an investment
in our employees, to give them
the opportunity to expand their
knowledge and job -skills," said
Jerry Penner, MCCH CEO.
"Education is invaluable not
only for a better employee and
better care but also for personal
growth. I'm glad we offer this
program at MCCH."
Employees recently earning
their degrees through the

of
Bachelor
MCCH tuition
in
Science
reimbursement
N ursing,
program are:
Murray State
Lori
•
University,
Callihan:
May 2012
MCCH
Jonda
•
Clinical
Henderson:
Educator and
Cardiac Cath
Registered
Registered
Nurse, Master
N urse,
Business
of
Nursing,
in
Administration, Murray State Bachelor
of
College
Chamberlain
University, December 2013
Heidi Hordyk, Director of Nursing, December 2012
• Kathy Rudolph: Registered
Radiology, Master of Business
Administration, Murray State Nurse in Labor & Delivery,
Bachelor of Science in Nursing,
University, May 2013
• Mary Sue Hubbard: Murray State University, May
Performance 2012
MCCH
• Stacey Orr: Secretary for
Improvement Coordinator and
Registered Nurse, Master in Spring Creek Health Care,
State Associate of Science in
Murray
Nursing,
Business Administration, MidUniversity, May 2013
• Kyser Lough: Marketing Continent University, July 2013
• Vanessa Lyons: Registered
Specialist, Master of Arts in
Mass Communications, Murray Nurse in Surgery, Graduate
Healthcare
in
Certificate
State University, May 2013
• Elishia Burgess: Registered Informatics, University of
Nurse in Labor & Delivery, Missouri, May 2013.

Lourdes patients can order meals using iPad
Special to The Ledger
Lourdes is the first hospital in the
region to offer its patients a menu
on an iPad. Patient food orders will
now be taken via an iPad by a hostess who personally describes their
menu choices. This same hostess
then delivers the meals to the
patients' bedside.

This Expressly For You Personal Dining Service creates
more efficiencies in order taking
and food preparation.
"This personalized touch ensures
that all meals are in compliance
with the patients' diet order," says
Tom Pangle, Lourdes Food Service
Director. "Plus, because the dining

order is taken close to the time of
meal service,there is a much higher
level of patient satisfaction with significantly lower food waste.
"We want to make our patients'
lives better mind, body, and spirit,"
added Pangle, "and to feel special
throughout their day, throughout
their stay."

NEW EXPANDED HOURS IN MURRAY

Special to Th. Lodger
Air
has
PHI
Medical
announced they will return as
the Title Sponsor of the Murray
Half Marathon.
PHI Air Medical is the leading
air ambulance provider across
the country, providing air medical services and outreach education to local communities and
leading healthcare systems.
They safely transport more than
30,000 patients each year, operating out of more than 68 bases
across the United States. At each
base, they maintain a dedicated
crew of pilots, nurses and communications specialists - all
exceptionally trained and ready
to respond. Locally, PHI Air
Medical operates five bases
across the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, including aircraft stationed in Greenville and
Paducah.
"PHI Air Medical has been a
tremendous source of support
for the Endowment, especially
in sponsorship of our events. We
are grateful for their continued
support of the Murray Half
Marathon," said Keith Travis,

AIR
MEDICAL
BEYOND THE
Vice President of Development
for MCCH.
This year marks the fourth
annual Murray Half Marathon,
which is organized by the
Murray Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, and
raises funds to support the Anna
Mae Owen Residential Hospice
House. The facility will offer
end-of-life care in a home-like
setting to area residents in partnership with. MCCH's existing
Hospice unit.
The 2014 Murray Half
Marathon is set for Saturday,
April 12 and will begin in front
of the hospital on Poplar Street.

CALL

In addition to the 13.1 mile
course, a 5K and Half Marathon
Relay are also available. Last
year, more than 700 runners
came from 16 states for the race,
and numerous members of the
community volunteered their
supp(rtto help make the event a
success.
For more information on PHI
Air Medical, visit www.phiairmedical.com. For more information on the Murray Half
visit
Marathon,
www.MurrayHalfMarathon.org.
For more information on the
Murray Calloway Endowment
visit
Healthcare,
for
www.MCCHEndowment.org.

MCCH names three new directors
Special to The Ledger
MURRAY, KY - Three new directors have
stepped up to lead their departments at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Scarlett Barnett, RN, is now director of the
Emergency Department. She has worked at
MCCH since 1995 in various capacities, most
recently in the Emergency Room.
Cassie Broker is now director of the Inpatient
Rehabilitation Unit after serving as a social worker for MCCH since 2010. During her undergraduate schooling, she also completed a 500-hour
internship at MCCH.
Michelle Jones, RN is now director of Critical

Care Services after moving up from House
Supervisor in August 2013. She has worked at
MCCH since 2006.

Taylor Family Dental is pleased
to announce the addition of

DR.ANNA jAYJOCK
+ Native of Elizabethtown and a graduate
of Central Hardin High School
+ Received Bachelors of Science from the
University of Oklahoma
+ Received Doctorate of Medical Dentistry
from the University of Louisville School
of Dentistry
+ Selected to a one-year residency at the
University of Louisville Hospital in 2013,
where she provided care for medically complex dental patients.
+ Volunteered for several years at the Sojourn Community Church's
Medical-Dental Clinics in Louisville and has traveled to Costa
Rica on dental mission trips. She plans tocontinue serving in
missions at home and overseas.

We encourage you to stop by the office to
meet Anna and our entire dental team at our

OPEN HOUSE
Murray• 1711 N 121 Bypass

Paducah •150 Brett Chase,Ste B

Mon & Thurs •8am-5pm
• For your convenience,
now open two days a week

Mon, Wed & Thurs • 8am-5pm
Tues OPEN LATE!• 8am-7pm

We are committed to providing this community with
the highest quality dental care that our patients have
come to expect from Taylor Family Dental.

Fri • 8am-12pm

888.717.0030

TAYLOR FAMILY DENTAL

$25 OFF $25 OFF
CUSTOM IN-EAR MONITORS
I
FOR MUSICIANS!
.J

Monday,February 10• 5-7 PM

Dr. Randy Taylor, D MD.
Dr. Richard Vonnahme, D.M.D.

CUSTOM EARBUDS!
I

GREATFOR WOOS

Tony Milliano, Au.D., Doctor ofAudiology
Whitnay Cop*,Au.D.,Doctor of Audiology

www.wkyhearing.com

flucIEWCsaecr

—

I

(270) 753-9201
www.murraydentist.com
700 Whitnell Avenue• Murray,KY
Mon.. Wed., Fri. & Sat. 8,.M-5Pht• Tues. & Thurs. 8Ahr-7Pm
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MURRAY

060

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Maternity
Clothing

New

available at Cute
Things located 200 N.
4th Street Murray, KY.
270-978-4327
M-S 10am-5pm

10% discount with ad

Papa Smurf
Storage
1 % t onth
*N. •
'
I IWN '' • ',•.1•-•
11111
271 I
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Cook I 27.56/hr
Patrol Officer 215.65/hr
Apply online 8 view additional details at
www.murraystatelobs.com
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO, 111/F/D, AA employer

411:11
1r7
;r
Punter

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.

605 F Smith 12th SI

Under general supervision of the shift supervisor, performs general duty
police work in the enforcement of federal, state and local laws and ordinances to protect individual nghts, protect life and property, prevent and
suppress crime, and identify and apprehend criminal offenders; performs
community service activities; performs related work as required.

(270) 753-1713

2 Responds to calls received during shift; investigates suspicious
conditions and complaints; makes arrests of persons found to
be in violation of law.
3 Processes and transports pnsoners.
4 Works accidents and prepares reports; may perform follow-up
investigative duties.
5 Issues citations

commercial mail processing equipment with
of
possibility
the
full-time.
becoming
Day shift MondayFriday with occassional
overtime and weekends. Some lifting
required. Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 N 12th St., Suite
G, Murray KY 42071.

12 Provides traffic control services in connection with school crossing,
inoperative electronic traffic control devices, accidents,
parades, and special events.

7 Serves summons and subpoenas.
8 Provides assistance to citizens and the public as

11 Investigates complaints

13 Maintains public order in crowds, parades, funerals or other public
gathenngs.
14 Prepares written reports on shift activities.

18 Conducts surveillance activities.
19 Investigates accidents and prepares reports.
20 Meets with citizens to discuss problems/complaints.

1

270

Noma For Sim

!Pitman For Rant
Nice 2BR No pets
753-9866

Apartments For Rent

21 Maintains vehicle and equipment.
23 Enforces parking ordinances, business licenses ordinances, and other
ordinances of the city.
24 May perform special related duties in special details or administrative
services.
25 Is required to carry and utilize firearms in the course of duty as a
sworn police officer.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Graduation from high school or equivalent (GED)supplemented by one
year work experience as a Patrol Officer. (See Certification Requirements
for additional requirements)

104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071, 270-762-03541
cathy.morrisOmurrayky.gov
Position e2014-002
POLICE OFFICER - CERTIFIED
CM
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer

LEDVER&TIMES
150

Articles
For Seim

LocalMall

Al Oilier Mall
Ruhealptioes
3 ea--SW* 3 we.---$75.14
6 ale.--$95.119 6 Ems---$46.1111
I yr.-..$1115.118 1 yr.-$145.00
Rest of KY/11N
(Pryora badkosio)

CAREGIVER needed
for elderly man. Parttime position. SedaliaMayfield area. CNA
preferred $10 per hour.
Send resume to:
Caregiver PO Box 295
Sedalia, KY 42079

WC

Name
St Address
City
Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, NY 42071
Or call (270)753-1916

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185.
(270)293-4121

320

22 Participates in continuing education classes.

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

Want to Buy
I "ANTIQUES", gas, oil
I 8 soda signs, pump,
I military.
I Call Larry 753-3633
a

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

GET THIS 1
AD FOR ONL
$75.00 PER/
MONTH
CALL 753-1

nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New

VERY

appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898
1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations.

Real Estate
270-753-989,
110
Nowa For kiril
3BR, 2BA, garage

Coldwater
8825/mo

910
Rd.

270-753-2225

4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsentcorn
/properties
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
nicholsent com
/properties

Nice, 16x80, 2BR 2BA
w/appliances. Private
near town. $500/month
Available
+deposit.
March 1st.
270-293-1761

17 Administers breathalyzer tests.

SEASONAL CDL driv
er Class A required
Apply in person a
1266 Brewers Hwy
Hardin FOE

Pets. $250/month.
270-767-9037

CHRISTOPHE R 5 COIN
Vie PAY :rtocyk,
ritn Sit I_'ler, At imsirtri

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities. Deposit
required.
Call 293-2843

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-7534556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .,(1
cit Equal opportunity

'Coin Appraisal
il Trend.. it- Treasure

rtortay

270-753-416

Sale
for
Hay
$3 00./bale 753-1287

SINGER

SALES & VAC
JANOME
SINGER sewing

machines

ORECK
VACu um s
Quilts starting
at $59
G.Z. Financing
908-c 8 12th
Bel -Air Center,
2 7 0)7 5 3 5 3 2 3

NEW, 2BR, 2.5BA
$900,
townhomes.
includes all utilities.
Available March 15
Pets with Deposit.
Call 753-9999

3 houseboats, 1 sailboat. 01 45' 1972 River
All real estate advertised herrn Cruise, good steel
is subject to the Federal Fai haul, 2 rebuilt 350HP
Housing Act which makes
engines, runs
illegal to adverttsr any prefer GM
Needs cabin
ence, limitation or disci-mina good.
hal based on ma*, ram, re+
72' overhaul
02
work.
gion, ws, handicap, familial Si..
225
rebuill
tus Of national onion or inter twin
bon to make any such refer
Mercury outboards wilh
Murray Ledger IS 'Hoses Flu
Housing Act Notice

man, limitations or discnmula
bon
State laws forbid discnnimatam
in the sale, rental Of adverteora
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those proiectis

counter-rotating propS.
Interiorstripped•
prepped for rebuild.
Roofing in 2012. WIN
great 'livemake
aboard" +/or cruiser. #3
50' good steel haul
1950+ twin Lycoming
engines, 1 runs-2nd
locked up. Project boat.
Could become Pride of

under federal law
We will knowingly accept an,
advertising for real estate whicl
is not in violation of the law Al
persons are hereby informet
that all dwelling,' advertised an
available on an equal opportu
Oily bases
For further assistance with Fe the Armada. 24' sailHousing Advertising require
menus, contact NAA Counse boat; sound but no
Rene P Milam.(703)648-1000
sails/engine. Bids close
noon
at
2/8/14
Realistic reserves. Will
consider gold/silver/7
1111110111. MAIM
•••••••••ev•
as trade/partial.
REAL ESTATE FOR 270-227-3859,
SALE. Apartment build- 270-703-1548
ing and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call 270-7534109

Hill Electric

i

filillake Property

lake Ptcnt. Prccerty
Taal

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
of Ill S. & Gland&

IOXIO's & 10s15'•
(270)436-2524

%me Lots For Rent
Mobi
l

16 Provides emergency first-aid.

Home Delivery
teallosnow
3 mo. -.630.40 3 as.-.*$341.0S
6 tas....---$55.110 6ow
yr.--HMO
I yr.--SMOG

apartment.
Studio
Some utilities paid. No

270-753-4109

15 Assists ambulance and fire services in emergency situations.

EMU

I

160

3 BR 2 BA, must be
moved $28,999
270-293-3353

10 Conducts follow-up investigations of homicides and thefts.

APPLICATIONS MAY BE FILED ONLINE AT:
http://www.murrayky.gov

State

(270) 753-1713

needed.

9 Investigates reports of stolen property; recovers and returns lost or
stolen property.

Scentsy, ThirlyOne. A Better Way, Tupperware,
Younrque. Just Jewelry. Purple Cocoon. Paparazzi
Natural Earth Photography, Home-Baked Goods
wreaths, dream-catchers. Key Chains. magnets.
Scarves, Wind chimes, vests, monogrammed bags
refurbished furniture, paintings, girly stuff, soap
For More into call 270-753-0171

I

605 [South 12th Si

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

6 Testifies as a witness in court.

Visa

LARGE
SELECTION
WARD ELKINS

High traffic salon looking for an exceptional
stylist who can deliver
what our customers
need. Great clientelebuilding opportunities
270-227-9319
PART-TIME machine
operator needed for

Money Order

WARD ELKINS

DESCRIPTION:

1 Patrols city on foot or in radio equipped vehicle to enforce federal,
state and local laws, administrative regulations and ordinances,
and to prevent and/or discover the commission of crime.

WEAKS COMMUNITY
CENTER 607 POPLAR ST.
SATURDAY 10AM-3 PM
Avon, Thrive, Silk Florals, Juice Plus. maryKay

I Check

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANC IS

ESSENTIAL DUTIES

AL N INE BA AAR
BENEFITTING MCC
SENIOR CITIZENS CENTER

1

mkorc..

USED APPLIANCES

By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Greg AI

onk For Root

Full-tirn• lob vacancies at Murray Campus

CfTY OF MURRAY,(KY)
invites applications for the position of:
Police Officer - Certified
SALARY: $13.74- $21.89 Hourly
OPENING DATE: 01/30/2014
CLOSING DATE: 02/06114 04:00PM

1=1

M

STATE UNIVERSITY

Compute
Operator/Data
Specialist needed to
utilize specialized software to manipulate
database files and
process customer jobs
Expenence with database and spreadsheets
required. Visual Basic
and/or C++ programming experience helpful. Benefits included
Send resume or apply
in person at Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 N
12th St., Suite G.
Murray KY, 42071.

HILL
PUN
EXCA1i
& TRU
MI Yews
frets
&R
Dirt,
Whitt
Send, I
We)2

•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

M

6.3ac. 495' water frontage.
deep water, dock-able
I7.23ec605'water frontage.
deep water, dock-able
I lac fronting a pn vale bay
by Lind with spring-fed creek

Priced to sell
(731)693-1113

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
RIverfisld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
Move in ready, 3BR 1.5
BA. Attached Garage
on 2 lots. 5 minutes
west of Murray
436-5927
Newly remodeled 4
bedroom brick in Lynn
Grove area. 2 Bath,
hardwood floors, new
C/ H/A, on natural gas,
large 2 acre lot. 2 large
buildings.
storage
$120K 270-293-1231

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.191.11electric com
'Freeze Damage Repair
*Home Improvements
*Bath Et Kitchen
'No Job Too Big/Small
*From Drywall & Painting
To Plumbing, Flooring
al Docks
elnsured 'St Discount
*Free Estimates
44ember of Angies List

kentuckylake
reri100,fincis&M
270-873-9916

10

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS RE MO vn
n•
•
Ron Frame
(270) 227 3140
(270) 471-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

kilo Polls

*Stump Gnnding
*Firewood

al Prop. For Rant

*Insured

USED TIRES

600 sq ft office space
609 Maple, downtown
Murray. Will remodel to
suit.
(270) 519-9784

PROFESSIONAL
office space available
for rent, ranging from
1400-2900 square feet.
Space is brand new
and can be built to suit
your specific needs.
Excellent location in
the North Pointe Office
Complex.
Call 270-753-6100 or
270-753-1572
for details.

„son

Obedience
DOG
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
AUSTIN Auction
Phone 759-4984
Service
Equal Housing
All types Auction
Opportunity
Benton, KY
TDD #711
270-706-4869

(270)489-2839

14. 15. 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

David's Home
Call 753-5606 Improvement
1.1.0

Office/warehouse
space. Some utilities &
12111.1sed Can
furnishings included [
Hwy 80 & Bethel Rd.
2500sqft. Call Mark
HOLLAND
270-293-3352

MOTOR SALE Wc. Finance,

Water Damaged Flcors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remocleing & Plurnbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Wad & masteeCard Accepted

731-247-5422

270-293-2643
30

Winter Rates

011ared
-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
screened
porches,
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
repair.
753-0353
Larry Nimmo

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
screened
porches,
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
repair
753-0353
Larry Nimmo
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Hill Appliance

IMOLA
RUA
lks. 12 pA
Tut 1p.*.
Mel pA
T19.12 pA

Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
1270)226-0194
Service on all
staler breeds
lIcessed ifk lamed

ON BEA

For at your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900N 12th St
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motornome Boat Storage
AN sizes available, ca// today
to reserve your storage unit

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
NO* Have W Othnelii Control Unite

812 Whitnell kes.

270-753-2905
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Garage Door
Sales& Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet Homeloon SWOSCO
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270-293-1924
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ladoStrial/Cethelertlal/NesIdential

Free Estimates

James C. CaMmere
www OECLI.0 NI

Licensed & Insured
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Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, 1 I C

Protecting your house ilk.

(270) 2934480

(270) 759-0890

if /s our house!

PADUCAH, Ky.- Musician.
singer, songwriter and Paducah
native Duane Sikes released his
debut Christian ER "Divine,"
recently, and the proceeds will
benefit victims of last year's tornado in Brookport. Ill..
The album blends the sounds
of 1960s and '70s pep and folk
music with original lyrics and
melodic vocals.
"I have written many songs
and have been singing them in
churches for 30 years but I
wanted a professional sampling
of my music to share with others," Sikes said. "I feel like I
was given these songs and wanted to get them to whoever is
supposed to hear them."
Sikes turned to producer.
songwriter "Ad Musician Joe
Beck and studio engineer Jim
Prazier to mike his dream of
recording an album a reality.
Recorded in Nashville over the
summer of 2013, other artists on
the record include lead guitarist
Will McFarlane and drummer
Steve Brewster.
"They added a depth and
quality to each track that cannot
be duplicated," Sikes said. "I
hope to record more Bongs with
these guys in the future."
Sikes' musical career began
with a brief stint at age • 8 of
piano lessons, which he detested. At age 12, he and his older
brothers, Doug and Dave, began
playing the guitar on their own.
Around age 13, he sat down at a
piano and picked out the
Beatles'"Hey Jude."
"That's when my love of the
piano actually began," he said.
"I started reviving what little I
had learned from the lessons and
picked out some Billy Joel and

Elton John tunes." •
Sikes learned to play gospel
music and began playing in his
churchand others nearby, which
he still does today.
Evident from the six tracks
on "Divine." Sikes' major musical influences were the Beatles,
the Byrds, Paul Simon; Elton
John, Credence Clearwater
Revival, Badfinger, Bryan
Adams, RyCooder and other
rock 'n roll artists, as well as
Christian artists Phil Keaggy
and Joe Beck.
"I grew up with a very spiritual southern gospel style musical background but listened to
Elvis and the Beatles when I
wasn't at church," he said. "I
suppose their music had a lasting impact on my musical
appetite and is reflected in my
writing style now."
Sikes had a specific goal in
mind when recordliniftis album.
"I mean no disrespect, but
sometimes when I flip on the
radio, I can't tell one song from
the other, like everything is
processed to fiound the same, so
I guess I wanted to offer a bit of
an alternative," he said. 'I think
that's why I was so drawn to my
personal Christian music influences Phil Keaggy and Joe
Beck. When I heard their music
the first time, I was blown away
and thought, 'How incredibly
refreshing!'"
Sikes has pledged proceeds
from "Divine" to the American
Red Cross' Brookport, Ill.,
Tornado Relief Fund because of
a unique link between the two.
The photos for the album
cover were taken in Morley,
Mo., on Nov. 17. 2013 - the
same day an EF-3 tornado
struck Brookport.
"I was literally standing out
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lion, but cautioned the amount
could change as the will is studied more carefully. The document was drawn up in 2004,and
was amended in 2005 and 2008.
Two other executors are George
Bizos. a human rights lawyer
and longtime friend of Mandela,
and Themba Sangoni, a chief
judge from Eastern Cape
province, Mandela's birthplace.
Earlier Monday, the will was
read in its entirety to members
of Mandela's family.
"It went well," Moseneke
said at a news carderence.
"There were clarifications
sought from time to time."
Last year, while Mandela's
health was in decline,Itiiimmily
was involved in a nutriber of
high-profile disputes.
Some members so ught to
dislodge Bizos and ether directors of two companies whose
proceeds are supposed to benefit
the Mandela family. Separately,
Mandla Mandela, a grandson of
the anti-apartheid leader, fell out
with family members because
he had moved the remains of the
patriarch's three deceased children to a different gravesite. A
court order forced him to return
the remains to Qum. where
Nelson Mandela grew up and
where he was buried Dec. 15.
In the will, Mandela said he
had already given $:300,000 to

By Lkivr Caren
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HAI I'S WASTE
Mt'. (,I MENT
• weekly & pet lel pk.ku
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.licensed
and insured.
Free estimates.
436-2562. 227-0267

Mrs. Clean Home
Cleaning. Experienced.
have references
759-4191 or 227-4140

Hernandez Tires Auto
detailing car wash
facet:kook com/expressautospaky
270-767-1130

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb.6,2014:
This year you could be witness to or involved in more misunderstandings than in the past. Confirm appointments. Repeat what you
think you heard. Above all else, avoid snap judgments relating to
interpersonal problems until the whole story is revealed. You will
develop patience and self-discipline as a result. If you are single.
establishing a calm relationship could be difficult, though the likelihood of meeting someone special increases after July. If you are
attached, the two of you will lean*) understand each other better.
You also will develop more patience. TAURUS is a stick in the
mud.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

Photo provided
Pictured is the album cover for "Divine," by Paducah musician
Duane Sikes. Proceeds for the album will go to Brookport, Ill.
tornado relief.
in a field wearing a suit and
holding a glass mosaic guitar,
when the tornado moved in,"
Sikes said. "You can see the
ominous clouds and color in the
sky on the album cover and the
wind blowing my hair like
crazy, coming from the west.
Five minutes later, we had to
take shelter in a church basement as the funnel cloud rolled
through Morley."
The storm hit Morley about
1:18 p.m. Later that day. the
same storm struck Brockport.
killing three people and destroying homes and property.
"Ever since. when I look at
the album cover, 1 think of my
link with folks in both the
Morley and Brookport storms.

being so close to both," Sikes
said. "To have captured the
beautiful yet ominous pre-storm
sky on that dreadful day makes
their distress that much more
poignant to me."
The CD is available at
www.duanesikes.com. Digital
downloads on iTunes and
Amazon.com will be available
soon.
Sikes and his wife. Tammy.
have four children between
them.They live in Paducah,
where Sikes has lived and
worked his whole life. He currently works as a publishing
consultant with Acclaim Press
in Sikeston. Mo.. and has a
chimney sweep business as
well.

South Africa: Mandela's will worth $4.1 million
JOHANNESBURG (AP) —
Nelson Mandela's estate, worth
roughly $4.1 million, will be
shared between his family,
members of his staff, schools
that he attended and the African
National Congress, the movement that fought white rule and
now governs South Africa, the
will's eXecutorsOd Monday.
Mandela's
wife, Graca
Machel, is the Main beneficiary
of the will because their marriage was "in community of
property" and she therefore has
the right to half his estate, as
keg as she claims it within 90
days, said executor Dikgang
Moseneke, who is also deputy
chief
justice - "Of
the
Constitutional Ctiert. Grace
Machel's
husband,
first
President Samora Machel of
Mozambique, died in a plane
anish in 1986.
Mandela's ex-wife, Winnie
Madikizela-Mandela, was not
mentioned in the will. The couple divorced in 1996.
Moseneke said he is not
aware of any challenges to the
provisions of the will. Mandela,
a prisoner during white racist
rule who became South Africa's
first black president. died Dec. 5
at age 95.
Moseneke outlined a "provisional inventory" of 46 million
South African rand, or $4.1 mil-
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Paducah musician's new album will
support Brookport, III, tornado relief
Special to the Ledger
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his three surviving children. He
bequeathed amounts to his
grandchildren ranging from
$9,000 to $300,000, and the
beneficiaries include Graca
Machel's two children with
Samora Machel.
Mandela gave $4,500 each to
nine staff members, including
Xoliswa Ndoyiya, his personal
cook.
"It shows me that he has been
respecting me and he loved me
for who I am," Ndoyiya said at a
press conference where the will
was made public. "I am one of
these people who served him for
many years."
Mandela instructed one of
three trusts that carry his name
to consider paying between 10
percent and 30 percent of royalties to the African National
Congress to record or disseminate information on the party's
policies, including reconcilia•
tion. He left funds for scholarships and bursaries to the secondary school in Qunu, the
University of Fort Hare, the
University
of
the
Witwatersrand. also known as
Wits, and Soweto's Orlando
West high school, whose students and teachers played a
prominent role in the fight
against white rule.
Prof. Adam Habib, the pnecipal of Wits, said the university

was humbled to receive $9,000
from Mandela. who was a student there in the 1940s. He said
the endowment would be used
to provide scholarships.
Mandela "emphasized the
need to address inequality —
one of the greatest threats to our
young democracy." Habib said.
A trust will administer
Mandela's Johannesburg home.
which became a shrine during
the last months of his life as
well-wishers gathered outside
its walls. Mandela said in his
will that he hoped several of his
grandchildren would live there,
and that the house would "also
serve as a place of gathering of
the Mandela and Machel family
in order to maintain its unity
long after my death."
Bizos became emotional
while talking about Mandela.
"He certainly worked hard
throughout his life whether he
was in jail or out in order to gain
the freedom of all of us in South
Africa to show to the world at
large that power should not be
exercised for personal benefit
but for the benefit of all," Bizos
said to the press. "Many say that
they are following in his footsteps: Either they don't know the
road that he followed, or they
sort of bluff themselves that
they are following it."

ARIES(March 21-April 19) '
**** Confusion surrounds the best-laid plans. You are entering a
period where you would be well-advised not to make any formal
agreements, as they are likely to backfire. Tension over a money
matter needs to be worked out before late afternoon. Tonight: Buy a
treat for yourself.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Listen to a friend who always seems to be depressed. 11 is
possible that this person could be going through a difficult period,
and he or she just needs someone to express a more positive view.
Showing compassion will encourage you to reach out to others.
Tonight: Say "yes."
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might sense that you are off-kilter and choose to ignore
those feelings. Don't. You will be feeling stressed out by a situation,
perhaps involving your work or health. Work through your tension;
otherwise, you could add to your problemt.• Tonight: Take a personal night.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You could find a problem to be somewhat unresolvable at the
moment. Everyone can have an "off" day, and that includes you.
Don't push yourself so hard, and make it OK to play it low-key.
Friends will seek you out. Tonight: Grab some munch*, with a pal.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Don't count on others following through, as they could be
experiencing some scheduling issues. If you want something done,
do it yourself; otherwise, you will be left holding the bag. Observe
what is happening around you. Tonight Count on being the lead
actor.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Detach, even if you feel consigned to having a certain outcome. Mercury, the planet that rules your sign, goes retrograde
today. Honor a change in your energy, and look for simple solutions.
Avoid making any commitments right now. Tonight: Catch up on a
friend's news.
URRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You could be overwhelmed by your thoughts, so make a
point to carry out some must-do's. You will like the acknowledgment
of a job well done. Get into a regular exercise program in the next
few days, as tension could mount. Tonight: Go along with a loved
one's idea.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Understand that you have a tendency to be negative.
Obviously, this attitude colors whatever you do. Use care with a child
or partner, as this person seems to be more reactive than usual. You
might need to mellow out, given the circumstances. Tonight: Be
more optimistic.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
*** If you have an important matter on your plate, get it done as
early as possible today. Take care of yourself, and schedule necessary doctors' appointments. Don't indulge in any extremes or
overindulgences, and you will be much happier. Tonight: Squeeze in
some exercise.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You are able to carry out a lot of responsibilities. A friend
could feel neglected at the moment. Be aware that you might receive
the cold shoulder. You will be more in touch with this person's feelings if you demonstrate your value of him or her. Tonight: Time for
play.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You'll want to air out a problem that has been on your mind, as
you might not be comfortable with what has been going on. Don't
take all the blame; others are involved. too. You will breeze through
your daily routine, which might allow time for a talk. Tonight: At
home.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
sr*** Express your opinion without expecting agreement, and you
will be OK. Be more open in how you deal with a problem person in
your life. Others wiN be curious, and your information could be helpful. You might start to see this person in a different light. Tonight:
Hang Out.
BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter Bob Mailey (1945), baseball player Babe Ruth
(1895), former U.S. President Ronald Reagan (1911)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.lacquelinsbigarcorn.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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If you are a NEWCOMER
to Murray/Calloway Co.
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COmefUNITY GREETING SERVICE
~kali Ali
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying.'We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County'
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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Itia years ago
Stuart Short was pictured using
a large shovel to remove snow
and slush from the sidewalk in
front of Murray State University's
Curris Center Thursday morning.
Calloway County High School
Homecoming Court nominees
were Whittany Chapman, Emily
Perry, Kelly Arnold, Katie Ross,
Sharneka Dial and Jenny Gingles
Births reported included a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Rob Binford, Jan
19.
District Judge Jeanne' Carroll
and Janeann Turner, court designated worker for juveniles, were
presented certificates of appreciation from Murray Lions Club
president Ken Claude, following
their presentation on the Calloway
County Juvenile Court at the
club's recent dinner meeting.
Calloway County senior Greg
Ryan signed scholarship papers
on Wednesday to continue his
football career at Western
Kentucky University. He was pictured with his parents. Lyn and
Mike Ryan, CCHS principal
Yvette Pyle, Mitch Ryan, Tony
Ryan, and Laker football coach
Joe Stonecipher.
Mary Cates, fiber artist, was
pictured Rob Sorg, husband of the
late Susan Sorg. Sorg donated a
Gilmore 60-inch harness loom to
the Murray Art Guild in honor of
his wife.
Twenty years ago
North Elementary primary students in Beverly Galloway's class
were pictured singing their numbers in French as part of a schoolwide unit about different countries around the world.
Cory Don Rutland was honored
on his fourth birthday with a party
on Friday, Jan. 28, at the home of
his paternal grandparents. Don
and Leta Rutland. Children
attending were Jeremy Miller,
Scottie Haskins, Coby Lyell, Jo
Beth Scott and Shana Scott.
Ginger Elizabeth Crouch had

been named to the honor roll at
Rhodes College in Memphis A
graduate of Murray High School,
she was a first-year student at
Rhodes. She is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Richard H Crouch, of
Murray.
Thirty years ago
Randall B. Patterson, president
of Dees Bank of Hazel since
1972, was pictured receiving a
plaque in honor of his 22 years of
service to the bank. Bobby J.
Latimer made the presentation
Don Brock talked about his
memories and mementos from
three years as a short-term
Methodist missionary in Liberia
at a meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Barry Knight of Calloway
County High School had been
named to the First-Team All State
Cross Country Team. His coach
was Donnie Dortch.
Forty years ago
Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau
Phi Lambda held its regular
monthly meeting Jan. 22 at the
home of Jean Richerson, with
Helen Spann serving as co-hostess. The president was Cynthia
Hart.
Fifty years ago
Crick, Housden and Patterson
all hit for 14 points each for the
Calloway county High School
Lakers in a recent basketball
game against South Marshall.
Peter, Paul and Mary were to
present a concert at the Murray
State College auditorium Feb. 7.
Sixty years ago
R. L. Ward and W.C. "Dub"
Elkins had purchased Johnson
Appliance Company, formerly
owned by Dudley Johnson and
Bernard Bell.
The Rev. Orval Austin, minister
of the College Presbyterian
Church, spoke on "How To Be
Calm" at a recent meeting of the
Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Woman on the rebound
wants back in ex's court
DEAR ABBY: After a twoyear relationship ended. I got pregnant on the rebound. I called my
ex and told him I was having a
baby with another man because I
wanted to hurt him Apparently
it worked -- at least that's what
his best friend told me
Now that a few months have
passed. I ran
into him and
all those loving feelings I
had for him
came rushing
back Should
I tell him?
The father of
this baby is a
good-fornothing deadHe
beat.
wants to be
By Abigail
father-of-theVan Buren
year without
helping me financially
What should I do about my
feelings for my ex, and what
should I do about the father of
my baby? -- CANT DECIDE IN
NEW JERSEY
DEAR CAN'T DECIDE: It
is time for you to grow up and
accept responsibility for the situation you're in right now. Your
behavior has been immature and
irresponsible. The child you're carrying is going to need someone
who can provide for him or her
financially and emotionally.
Because you have feelings for
your ex, contact him and let him
know, but don't count on him
wanting to reconcile. Then you
should also contact a lawyer about
ensuring that "Babydaddy" lives
up to his financial responsibilities.
And in the future, when you
decide to have sex with someone, recognize there could be consequences and use birth control.
Every time!

Dear Abby

NINO*

DEAR ABBY: Recently my

mother and I got into an argument on a four-hour road trip
She didn't like my opinions or
my answers, so she kicked my
17-year-old daughter and me out
of her vehicle and abandoned us
in an unsafe neighborhood two
hours from our home She has
done it twice before. and I have
yet to hear an apology from her
for dumping us on the curb
Luckily, my son was able to
come and retrieve us Most people would have cut her off the
first time she pulled this stunt,
but I'm a "three-strikes-you're-out"
kind of person I have given my
mother many opportunities to apologize for her behavior, but she
refuses to acknowledge her own
wrongdoing.
I have decided this is the last
time this will happen to me I
no longer speak to her and won't
allow my daughter to go anywhere with her for fear she will
be dumped somewhere unsafe. My
other kids -- ages 21 and 22 -say I should get over it. Was cutting her off a reasonable response?
THUMBIN' FOR A RIDE
DEAR THUMBIN': Your
mother appears to have a short
fuse and poor judgment. Is cutting her off a reasonable response?
I think so. Dumping someone in
an unsafe neighborhood could get
the person killed, something we
see all too often in the media. If
you ever decide to relent, however, and go anywhere with her,
make sure you are the one behind
the wheel because it's clear Mama
can't be trusted when she's in the
driver's seat.
To order "How to Write Letten for AU Occasions," send your
name and mailing address, plus
check or money order for $7
(U.S. funds) to: Dear Abby -Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
Shipping and handling are included in the price.

States.
In 1811, George, the Prince of
Wales, was named Prince Regent
due to the mental illness of his
father, Britain's King George III.
In 1922, the first edition of
Reader's Digest was published.
In 1953, Walt Disney's animated feature 'Peter Pan" was first
released.
In 1967, "The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour" premiered on
CBS-TV.
In 1971, Apollo 14 astronauts
Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell
stepped onto the surface of the

moon in the first of two lunar excursions.
In 1973, services were held at
Arlington National Cemetery for
U.S. Army Col. William B. Nolde,
the last official American combat
casualty before the Vietnam ceasefire took effect.
In 1994. white separatist Byron
De La Beckwith was convicted
in Jackson, Miss., of murdering
civil rights leader Medgar Evers
in 1963, and was immediately
sentenced to life in prison. (Beckwith died Jan. 21, 2001 at age
80.)
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DEAR DOCTOR IC: What is
mononucleosis, and why is it
called the 'kissing disease"?
DEAR READER: Mononucleosis, or 'mono,' is an illness caused
by several viruses, primarily the
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). Mono
was nicknamed the 'kissing disease" because EBV commonly is
transmitted during kissing The
virus lives in
different parts
of the body,
including the
The
throat
can
virus
leave throat
cells and enter
the saliva
Most
viruses that
infect us enter
ourbody,
By
maybe cause
Dr. Anthony
temporary illKo m aroff
ness, and then
get killed by the immune system.
EBV is different. It is a member
of the herpesvirus family, a cousin
to the virus that causes cold sores
and genital sores. Once any member of the herpesvirus family infects
you. it remains in your body for
the rest of your life. The immune
system can suppress it, but cannot eliminate it.
In the United States, most people get infected with EBV when
they are teenagers or young adults.
When a person is first infected
with EBV, the virus does not
mononucleosis.
always cause
Sometimes EBV causes only a mild
illness or no illness at all. When
EBV does cause mono, the first
symptoms typically include fever,
headaches, muscle aches and
unusual fatigue. The fatigue may
be overwhelming, compelling a
person to sleep for 12 to 16 hours
at a stretch.
These symptoms are quickly
followed by sore throat, enlarged
lymph nodes, joint aches, loss of
appetite, a red rash (usually on
the chest), abdominal pain and an
enlarged spleen.

Dr. Komaroff

(Dr. Komaroff is a physiciaa
and professor at Harvard Medical School.)

Restaurants cool down large
quantities with large ice wands.
My hint for at home is that you
freeze a I- to 2-liter soda bottle (plastic). You can place it in
the pot when you pull it from
the stove, and it will start to
cool down. — Miriam J., via
email
Oh dear! What a waste ofsome
yummy (NOT cheap to make,
STALK OF CELERY, then cut either) gumbo! This is a good
it in lengths to fit in a large lesson for all of us. After cookJar. I put cold water over it, put ing large quantities of somethe lid on and put it in the thing, try putting it into smallrefrigerator. It keeps for a long er containers before placing in
time and stays crisp. — L.H. in the refrigerator. However, cooling down soup using your hint
Mississippi
This is one way to store cel- certainly would help prevent the
ery. I do something similar so bubbling over that your friend
I can just grab a stalk and experienced.
Mother method for cooling
munch away! However, you really need to put only about an soups in large pots is to subinch or so of water in the jar, merge the pot in a sink or tub
as the stalks will soak that up filled with ice water. Soups are
a great meal to cook ahead and
and stay crisp and crunchy! —
freeze for later, which is why I
Heloise
wrote my Heloise 's Spectacular
SAFE FOOD
Dear Heloise: Recently, a Soups pamphlet. To receive one,
friend made an expensive seafood send $5 and a long, selfgumbo with $150 worth of fresh addressed, stamped (70 cents)
seafood. She called me when envelope to: Heloise/Soups. P.O.
she opened the refrigerator and Box 795001, San Antonio, TX
said that, upon lifting the pot's 78279-5001. Freeze soup in
smaller quantities (one serving,
lid, it was bubbling.

by
Melee

KEEPING
IT CRISP
Dear
I
Heloise:
by
live
myself and
need to save
as much food
as possible. I
a
clean

two servings or four servings)
for unexpected guests or for a
quick meal. — Heloise
FROZEN POPS
Dear Heloise: I love your
column in the Lubbock (Texas)
Avalanche-Journal and clip a lot
of them.
Pudding snacks were on sale,
so I bought a lot. ii cut a slit
in the foil, insert a wooden craft
stick and freeze. I cover it with
foil so the stick will stand up.
Kids love them. — Barbara C.
in Texas
TINY FUNNEL
Dear Heioise: Recently,
couldn't find my small funnel
to refill my salt and pepper shakers. I grabbed a round icing tip
from my cake decorating set and
used it. It worked well, as there
were no spills! — Lisa Z. in
Texas
CRACK OPEN
Dear Heloise: I have difficulty opening packages, bottles
and jars. I solved the problem
of opening small,'screw-top bottles by using a nutcracker that
has been in the family for years.
Works like a charm! — Virginia
E. in California
(c)20I4 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Ffir spleen is a small orgam
near the stomach In rare cases,
an enlarged spleen can rupture,
causing life-threatening internal
bleeding It is important to protect the spleen from rupture A
person who develops mono should
avoid strenuous activities, especially contact sports, for at least
four weeks. They should wait eves
longer if their doctor finds their
spleen IS still enlarged.
Symptoms usually are most
intense during the first two to
four weeks of the illness. But
some symptoms,especially fatigue,
can last for several months or
longer. A study published in 2006,
organized by the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), found that 11 percent of
people with new EBV infections
leading to mono developed chronic fatigue syndrome and remained
ill a year or more after the initial infection.
There is no medical cure for
mononucleosis. Most treatment
focuses on making the person
more comfortable. Recovery usually calls for getting plenty of
rest and fluids and treating symptoms. Cold drinks, frozen desserts
and gargling with salt water can
help to relieve minor sore throat
pain. Ibuprofen (Advil, Motrin)
or acetaminophen (Tylenol) can
help fight fever and body aches
Prednisone can shrink extremely
swollen tonsils.
This disease is most contagious during its acute stage, when
the affected person still has a
fever. The patient does not need
to be kept isolated from others,
but he or she should avoid kissing others while feeling ill. Also
avoid sharing food, drinks or eating utensils during the first few
weeks of the illness.
So the "kissing disease" is real.
But kissing is rarely a danger to
your health.

Mots From Molise

Telav In Nisteril
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Feb. 5.
the 36th day of 2014. There are
329 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 5. 1937, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt proposed
increasing the number of U.S.
Supreme Court justices the proposal, which failed in Congress.
drew accusations that Roosevelt
was attempting to "pack" the
nation's highest court_
On this date.
In 1783, Sweden recognized
the independence of the United

Prolonged fatigue can
accompany mononucleosis
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